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BY THE

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The charge of this Joint ATS/ERS Task Force was to critically
review the state-of-the-art stereological methods in lung
morphometry, provide practical guidelines for use of these
methods in basic and translational lung research, define standards to promote comparability of morphometric studies, and
examine the extension of these methods to noninvasive lung
imaging.
Broad conclusions regarding study design and standardization:
1. In quantitative assessment of lung structure, accuracy is
far more critical than precision, because inaccurate or
biased data cannot be made accurate by increasing the
number of measurements. The only effective way to avoid
bias and ensure accuracy is via rigorous experimental design and standardization of each step of tissue fixation,
processing, sampling, and analysis.
2. With an efficient study design, the number of samples,
sections, images, and measurements at each analytical
stage can be kept low without compromising accuracy
and still achieving reasonable global precision in the
results.
3. Principles of design-based stereology can be applied
to the sampling and morphometric analysis of
structures obtained by in vivo imaging modalities such
as computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), and positron emission tomography
(PET).
Principles for standardization of study design:
4. The lung should be fixed under well-defined inflation and
perfusion conditions, using appropriate fixative(s) and
processing procedures that result in the best structural
preservation with the least tissue distortion for the
intended study goal.
5. Tissue blocks or image fields should be selected using
proven unbiased sampling schemes to ensure that all
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parts of the whole have an equal chance for being
sampled.
6. Structures that are nonrandom in orientation or distribution, and biopsy samples from nonrandom target sites,
require special sampling and analytical strategies.
Recommendations for methods of quantification:
7. Stereological methods that are free of geometric assumptions must be used to efficiently quantify number, length,
surface area, and volume at an adequate spatial resolution
to ensure that measurements made on two-dimensional
(2D) images accurately represent the three-dimensional
(3D) structure.
8. Alveolar surface area can be accurately estimated from
profile boundary lengths or intersection counting using
systematic linear probes in 2D sections that are ‘‘uniform
random’’ (i.e., selected from all possible sections with the
same probability); however, the measurement is sensitive
to resolution.
9. Alveolar number and size (volume) can be accurately
measured using 3D volume probes such as the disector,
but not from simple counts of profiles or measurements of
cross-sectional areas in uniform random 2D sections.
10. Stereological measurements should be related to the
volume of the lung or an appropriate reference space.
Measurements made on lung biopsy specimens should be
related to an internal reference space.
Keywords: morphometry; stereology; unbiased sampling; reference
lung volume; cell volume; surface area; cell size; cell number; in vivo
imaging

METHODOLOGY USED TO PREPARE THE GUIDELINES
The ATS/ERS Joint Task Force met twice as a group. In the
first meeting, each individual was assigned a topic for review,
including systematic evaluation of the literature, and presentation to the entire group. More than one committee member
reviewed each topic, presented their findings to the entire
group, and selected the most pertinent references based on
committee discussions as well as database searches (Medline
1949 to 2008). The first draft recommendations were formulated
by the Co-chairs and distributed to the committee members for
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their feedback. A second meeting was convened to discuss
feedback from committee members. The document was revised
and distributed again to committee members. Based on their
feedback, a third revision was completed and distributed for
final revision. The final document reflects the consensus of
committee members.
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Abbreviations
General terms

0D: dimensionless parameter, e.g., number of cells; 1D:
one-dimensional parameter, e.g., length or thickness; 2D:
two-dimensional parameter, e.g., surface area; 3D: threedimensional parameter, e.g., volume or size of particles;
ADC: apparent diffusion coefficient; ALP-sector: Coherent
test grids consisting of a test Area containing a set of test
Lines and a set of test Points; CE: coefficient of error; CV:
coefficient of biological variation; D: conductance or diffusing capacity; DLO2: lung diffusing capacity for oxygen;
Dmembrane: diffusing capacity of the membrane barrier;
Dblood: diffusing capacity of alveolar capillary blood; EM:
electron microscopy; HEPES: 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid buffering agent; IUR: isotropic uniform and random; KO2: Krogh permeability coefficient for
tissue; LM: light microscopy; Lm: mean linear intercept;
MDCT: multidetector computed tomography; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging; PET: positron emission tomography; RDI: relative deposition index; RLI: relative labeling
index; rPTCER: pulmonary transcapillary escape rate; SF:
sampling fraction: ratio of selected number of samples/total
number of samples; SPECT: single photon emission computed tomography; SURS: systematic uniform random sampling; StURS: stratified uniform random sampling; TLC: total
lung capacity.
Terms used in morphometric analysis:
Standard notation

Absolute quantities: A(a) 5 area of a; B(a) 5 boundary of a;
I(a) 5 number of intersections with contour a; L(a) 5 length
of the test line contained in a; N(a) 5 number of a; P(a) 5
number of test points that fall on a; Q(a) 5 number of
transects of a with the test plane; S(a) 5 surface area of a;
V(a) 5 Volume of a.
Ratios or densities: NV(a,b) 5 numerical density of a 5 ratio
of number of a to volume of b; SV(a,b) 5 surface density of
a 5 ratio of surface area of a to volume of b; VS(a,b) 5
volume-to-surface ratio 5 ratio of volume of a to surface of b;
VV(a,b) 5 volume density of a 5 ratio of volume of a to
reference volume of b.
Specific terms used in this document:

bm: basement membrane; c: capillary; cnp: coarse nonparenchyma; cp: coarse parenchyma; d: linear distance; em:
elastic membrane; endo: endothelium; epi: epithelium, (ep1 or
ep2: type 1 or 2); f0, f1, f2: linear shrinkage factors; fnp: fine nonparenchyma; fp: fine parenchyma; h: height; L (as subscript):
lung; lb: lamellar body; p: parenchyma; s: septum; t or t:
thickness; V(c): alveolar capillary blood volume; V(L): lung
volume; (V/S)airspace: volume-to-surface ratio of airspaces;
vN(a): number-weighted mean alveolar volume; vV(a): volume-weighted mean alveolar volume; u: empirical rate of gas
uptake by capillary blood; t: arithmetic mean thickness of air–
blood barrier; th: harmonic mean thickness of the diffusion
barrier.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. The Challenges

To understand normal lung function, the processes of growth
and development, and the mechanisms and effects of diseases,
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Definition of terms (section of text where term is defined)

Accuracy (Sec. 1.2); ALP-sector (Sec. 2.1, item a); Anisotropy
(Sec. 1.1, item f); Apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) (Sec.
10.4.1); Arithmetic mean thickness of air-blood barrier (Sec.
6.7); Bias (Sec. 1.2); Buffon’s needle (Sec. 1.3); Cavalieri
Principle/Method (Sec. 1.3); Coarse nonparenchyma (Sec.
6.2); Coarse parenchyma (Sec. 6.2); Computer-aided stereology
systems (Sec. 2.2, item c); Connectivity of airway branching
systems (Sec. 8.1); Delesse principle (Sec. 1.3); ‘‘Design-based’’
(Sec. 1.2); Dichotomous branching of airways (Sec. 8.1, Fig.
9A); Disector principle: physical, optical (Sec. 2.1, items d and
e); ‘‘Do more less well’’ (Sec. 2.2, item c); Sec. 4.4; Efficiency
(Sec. 4.4); Euler characteristic (Sec. 6.4); Fine nonparenchyma
(Sec. 6.2; Figure 5); Fine parenchyma (Sec. 6.2; Equation 12);
Fractal tree (Sec. 8.1); Fractionator sampling (Sec. 4.2.5; Figure
4); Global estimators (Sec. 2.1); ‘‘Gold standard’’ in fixation
(Sec. 3.1); Harmonic mean thickness of air–blood barrier (Sec.
6.7); Horsfield ordering system (Sec. 8.1; Figure 9b); Isector
(isotropic orientation) (Figure 4); Isotropic uniform random
(IUR) sampling (Sec. 4.2.3); Isotropy (Sec. 1.1, item f); Local
estimators (Sec. 2.1, item e); Mean chord length or mean linear
intercept (Sec. 6.6); Monopodial airway branching (Sec. 8.1);
Morphometry (Sec. 2.1); Multistage stratified morphometric
analysis (Sec. 6.1); Multistage stratified sampling (Sec. 4.2.6);
Nucleator (Sec. 2.1, item e); Number-weighted mean particle
volume (Sec. 2.1, items e and f); Orientator (Sec. 4.2.3); Pointsampled intercept (Sec. 2.1, item e); Precision (Sec. 1.2);
Reference space (Sec. 5); Reference lung volume (Sec. 5.1);
‘‘Reference trap’’ (Sec. 5); Relative deposition index (RDI)
(Sec. 7.2); Relative labeling index (RLI) (Sec. 7.2); Rotator
(Sec. 2.1, item e); Sampling (Sec. 2.1, Sec. 4); Sampling fraction
(Sec. 6.4; Figure 4); Sampling procedures (Sec. 4.2); Sampling
rules (Sec. 4.1); ‘‘Silver standards’’ in fixation technique (Sec.
3.1; Sec. 3.3); Stereology (Sec. 2.1); Strahler ordering system
(Sec. 8.1; Figure 9b); Stratified uniform random (StUR)
sampling (Sec. 4.2.2); Surface density (Sec 2.1, item b; Sec.
6.3); Systematic uniform random sampling (SURS) (Sec. 4.2.1);
Test probes, test systems (Sec. 2.1, item a; Sec. 6.9; Figure 6);
Uniform random sections (Sec. 4.2.1; Sec. 4.2.2; Sec. 4.2.3);
Vertical sections (Sec. 4.2.4; Figure 3); Volume density (Sec. 2.1,
item b; Sec. 6.2); Volume-weighted mean particle volume (Sec.
2.1, items e and f).

we need information about the 3D structure of the lung. Quantification of organ structure is based upon 3D physical attributes
of tissues, cells, organelles, alveoli, airways, and blood vessels.
When structures of interest are inaccessible or too small to be
seen macroscopically, we rely on physical or optical sections
through a few representative samples taken from the large
heterogeneous organ. The resulting 2D images confer incomplete
information about the 3D structure, and may not accurately
represent true 3D properties, leading to possible misinterpretation when measurements are made on 2D sections. Because
structural quantification is often considered the ‘‘gold standard’’
in evaluating experimental intervention, disease severity, and
treatment response, it is imperative that these quantitative
methods are (1) accurate to allow meaningful interpretation of
results, (2) efficient to yield adequate precision with reasonable
effort, (3) of adequate statistical power to encompass inherent
variability, and (4) adherent to uniform standards to facilitate
comparisons among experimental groups and across different
studies. The lung poses special challenges, some of which are
outlined below and discussed in later sections:
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(a) Heterogeneity of lung structure requires standardized
preparation methods. The inflated lung consists of mostly air;
only 10 to 15% of its volume consists of tissue (cells, fibers, and
matrix) and blood. In vivo lung volume and relative volumes of
air, tissue, and blood fluctuate widely, while gravitational and
nongravitational gradients cause spatial heterogeneity in structure and function. Failure to standardize physiological variables
or minimize tissue distortion introduces uncertainties or errors
into subsequent measurements, to the point of their being
meaningless (1). Careful selection of fixation and preparation methods that minimize shrinkage obviates this problem
(SECTION 3).
(b) Selected microscopic sections should provide a fair
sample of the whole organ. The practice of picking specific
samples or sections often fails to account for regional heterogeneity, leading to biased conclusions with respect to the whole
organ. Deliberately choosing sections that contain a particular
compartment (e.g., profiles of alveolar type 2 epithelial cells)
overestimates their abundance within the whole lung. Using
a sampling scheme that covers all regions with equal probability
alleviates this problem (SECTION 4).
(c) Measurements made on microscopic sections must be
related to the whole organ or an appropriate reference
volume. Studies continue to appear that report only relative
measurements (i.e., volume and surface densities or ratios)
without knowledge of the lung volume. These ratios are dependent on lung inflation, and must be multiplied by absolute
lung volume to obtain accurate total quantities of the structures
of interest. Uncertainties regarding lung volume can bias data
interpretation. For example, enlarged mean airspace size need
not signify emphysema or alveolar hypoplasia; the finding could
also be caused by overinflation. Careful measurement of the
lung volume eliminates this error (SECTION 5).
(d) Lung structures are irregular and their geometry easily
altered by pathology and intervention. Measurements on 2D
images that rely on assumed geometry may misrepresent the 3D
structure. Examples include estimating alveolar size from crosssectional areas of alveolar profiles, and reporting alveolar
surface area by the length of alveolar profile boundary. These
measures can severely misrepresent the 3D structure of interest.
Airspace size is often inferred from the mean linear intercept
(Lm), which in fact measures airspace volume-to-surface ratio
and can be converted to diameter or volume only by assuming
a shape factor. Airspace distortion, or selective distortion of
alveolar ducts but not alveolar sacs, can invalidate shape
assumptions (SECTION 6).
(e) The number of lung cells cannot be estimated by
counting their profiles on random histologic sections because
larger cells have a greater probability of being sampled. For
example, if experimental intervention causes selective cell
hypertrophy, the increased probability of counting cell profiles
will lead to wrong conclusions. Again, using stereologic
methods that are free of geometric assumptions eliminates this
error (SECTIONS 6–7).
( f) In contrast to acinar structures that exhibit nearly random
orientation (isotropy) and homogeneous distribution, conducting airways and blood vessels exhibit preferred directions
(anisotropy) and inhomogeneous distribution, which alter their
sampling probability on random sections. Specific sampling
procedures that account for their nonrandom nature should
be employed to ensure unbiased representation on 2D sections
(SECTION 8).
(g) Assessment of endobronchial or lung biopsy specimens is
limited by their nonrandom nature and a lack of external
reference parameter. Endobronchial biopsy specimens are also
anisotropic with distinct luminal and basal sides and with
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respect to airway generations. To minimize potential errors in
quantification, specimens should be processed with their orientation randomized and analyzed with respect to an internal
reference parameter (SECTION 9).
(h) The new imaging techniques CT and MRI offer the
possibility of obtaining high-fidelity images of lung structure
in vivo that can be used for quantitative assessment of structural
changes. Since their images are sections of the organ, stereology
can ensure accurate measurements (SECTION 10).
1.2. Accuracy, Bias, and Precision

Accuracy refers to the validity of data (i.e., without bias). Bias
refers to methodological errors that cause measurements to be
inaccurate. Precision refers to the reproducibility of measurements, which depends on data variance, sampling design, sample size, and distribution. Bias in experimental data cannot be
detected unless the true value is known; nor can biased data
be saved by more measurements. In contrast, precision can be
checked and adjusted by increasing sample size. Therefore, in
structural analysis, accuracy is more critical than precision. It is
impossible to correct bias after the analysis has been completed.
Also, multiple sources of bias are additive. Interventions can
induce more inaccuracy in one experimental group than another.
Such bias would be hard to detect or verify. The only effective
way of avoiding bias is to anticipate and eliminate its occurrence
via rigorous experimental design that critically and repetitively
examines each step of tissue preparation, sampling, and analysis,
to preempt possible errors and optimize the 3D information to be
gained from 2D sections. This is called design-based approach.
1.3. Unbiased Methods: Stereology

Because sources of bias are often not obvious, the approach to
preventing bias must be based on objective scientific methods
instead of intuition. The statistical science of sampling irregular
3D structures using geometric test probes (slabs, sections, lines,
points) for quantification in 2D profiles is termed stereology,
which arose from geometric probability theory (2–4) with a long
punctuated history (5, 6). In 1635, Buonaventura Cavalieri
showed that the mean volume of solids could be measured
from the sum of their profile areas in cut sections; the ‘‘Cavalieri
method’’ enabled the estimation of total volume of objects from
serial 2D sections. In 1777, George Leclerc Comte de Buffon
showed that a needle tossed onto a grid intersects the lines with
a probability proportional to the length of the needle and the
spacing of the grid lines; ‘‘Buffon’s needle’’ led to the estimation
of total length and surface area of irregular objects in sections
(7, 8). In 1847, Auguste Delesse showed that the relative 2D
profile area of a section with random position through a population of objects is proportional to the total volume of all the
objects (9); the ‘‘Delesse principle’’ enabled volume estimation
of irregular objects based on their profile areas on random sections. This process was subsequently simplified to linear integration (10) and point counting (11–13).
Special problems arose when estimating particle number or
size on 2D sections. In 1925, S. D. Wicksell estimated the
number and size distribution of tumors (assumed to be
spheres) based on measurement of the radii of their 2D
profiles (assumed to be circles) in sections (14). Other methods
followed, all depending on assumptions of particle shape, and
all were shown to be prone to severe bias (15, 16). The solution
came in 1984 with the ‘‘disector principle’’ (17), the first
unbiased method for estimating particle or cell number within
a given volume using a pair of histological sections separated
by a known distance (SECTION 2). These and other stereological methods (18) are based on robust theoretical foundations
(3, 19), require no assumptions regarding the structure of
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interest, and do not invoke model constraints or correction
factors. Hence, they minimize the potential bias introduced by
measuring 3D objects in 2D profiles. Stereological methods are also
efficient because implementation can be simplified and the labor
involved in counting minimized without affecting at all the accuracy
of the result (19–21).
1.4. Goals of the ATS/ERS Task Force

Stereology was first applied to quantify lung structure in 1959–
1963 (16, 22–24) and has since grown into a coherent set of
measurement tools (25). However, unlike in other disciplines
(neuroscience and nephrology), no methodological standards
have been adopted for application of stereology to the lung.
This deficiency may be due to a lack of awareness of the available valid tools compounded by communication barrier imposed
by the jargon and mathematical equations prevalent in stereology literature. To address this deficiency and bridge the gap
between theory and practice, this ATS/ERS Joint Task Force
was formed to: (1) provide concise review and references for the
state-of-the-art stereological methods in lung morphometry, (2)
formulate practical guidelines for the use of unbiased methods
in basic and translational investigation of lung structure, and (3)
examine the extension of these methods to noninvasive imaging
of the lung. Adoption of guidelines by the scientific community
and by journal editorial boards will significantly improve the
validity and uniformity of structural assessment in lung biology,
thereby promoting better understanding of respiratory structure–function relationships in health and disease.

2. PRINCIPLES OF STEREOLOGY
2.1. Stereologic Methods

Stereology refers to the mathematical methods for defining
physical properties of irregular 3D structure using 2D sections
obtained by physical or optical imaging techniques. Morphometry refers to the measurement of form and the practical application of stereology. By design, stereological methods make
no assumption on the size, shape, orientation, or spatial distribution of the structure of interest. The objective is to estimate
geometrical parameters that characterize the composition of a
structure using a few samples from the whole. Typical global
parameters are 3D (volume or size), 2D (surface area), 1D
(length or thickness), or 0D (number). These parameters can
characterize any lung component (Table 1, Figure 1). (For
general reviews on principles of stereology, see References 18,
19, 21, 26–28; for lung stereology, see References 25, 29–31; for
applications of stereology to lung health and disease, see
References 32–37.) The main steps in stereology are sampling
and estimation.
Basic rule of sampling. Tissue blocks or image fields must be
selected in an objective way such that each part of the whole has
an equal chance for being sampled. Rigorous sampling should
not be an intuitive exercise (e.g., pick a few good-looking areas
from the mid-lung region), but should adhere to objective
schemes that maintain unbiasedness at all levels. Sampling is
accurate (unbiased) when all parts and orientations of the structures of interest have equal probability of being selected for
analysis. Sampling is precise when independent repetition of the
sampling procedure yields data with low variability. Sampling is
efficient when adequate precision is achieved with reasonable
effort and cost. Stereological methods that yield maximum accuracy and efficiency with reasonable precision should be
selected (38–40).
Basic rules of estimation. Stereological measurements are
often simple counts of interaction events between structures of
interest and test systems (geometric probes).
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TABLE 1. BASIC PARAMETERS FOR LUNG MORPHOMETRY AND THE STEREOLOGICAL METHODS TO ESTIMATE
THEM (cf. FIGURES 1, 5–8)
Parameter (Dimension)

Example

Method

Test System (Dimension)

Volume (3D)

Lung parenchyma
Alveolar septal tissue

Point counting (Figure 6a)

Test points (0D)

Surface area (2D)

Alveolar epithelium
Capillary endothelium

Intersection counting (Figure 6b)

Test lines (1D)

Length (1D)

Fibers

Transect counting (Figure 1)

Test planes (2D)

Particle number (0D)

Alveoli
Type II cells

Top counting (Figure 7)

Disector (3D)

Mean particle size (3D)

Alveoli
Type II cells

Derived from volume and number
or
Local stereology (nucleator etc.)

Test points (0D) and disector (3D)

Chord measurement (Figure 8)
or
Derived from volume and surface area

Test lines (1D)

Derived from volume and surface area
(arithmetic mean barrier thickness)
or
Intercept length measurement
(harmonic mean barrier thickness)

Test points (0D) and lines (1D)

Mean linear intercept (chord) (1D)

Barrier thickness (1D)

Airspace size mean free distance

Alveolar septum
Blood-air barrier

(a) The test probes determine which parameters can be estimated, such that, in 3D, the dimension of the structural
parameter plus the dimension of the probe equals 3. Therefore,
test points (0D) can measure volume (3D), test lines (1D)
surface area (2D), test planes (2D) length (1D), and only test
volumes (3D) can measure number (0D) (Table 1). Coherent
test grids that consist of a test area containing a set of test lines
and a set of test points (ALP-sector; Figure 1) placed randomly
over a section allow for simultaneous estimation of length,
surface area, and volume of the structures of interest with
respect to an appropriate reference volume.
(b) Stereological measurements are usually expressed as densities or ratios (i.e., quantities ‘‘per unit volume of reference space.’’
That is, volume density of epithelium in lung 5 volume of epithelial
cells per unit lung volume; alveolar surface density in lung 5

Test lines (1D)

Test points (0D) and the lines (1D)

Test lines (1D)

alveolar surface area per unit lung volume; numerical density of
alveolar type II cells in septum 5 number of type II cells per unit
septum volume. To answer the question ‘‘how much quantity of
a structure is there?’’ or ‘‘has the quantity of a structure changed?’’
these ratios need to be converted to absolute values by multiplying
them by the total volume of the reference space (SECTION 5).
(c) Particle number cannot be accurately estimated by profile
counting in random 2D sections. This ‘‘2D sample’’ is inherently
biased toward large particles because the probability that
a particle or cell is sampled on a 2D section depends on the
particle size (or height perpendicular to the section plane).
(d) Particle number may be estimated without bias using 3D
volume probes termed the disector (17). A physical disector
consists of two parallel histological sections generated a known
distance apart from the same tissue block. These can be

Figure 1. Structural parameters and their
stereological representation. A structure (left)
of total reference volume V(R) containing
particles of volume V(x) and surface S(x) as
well as thread-like features of length L(y) is
randomly sectioned. On an isotropic uniform
random (IUR) section (right) the profiles of x
are characterized by their area A(x) and
boundary B(x), the feature y appears as
a number of small transects Q(y), while the
reference space is represented by the section
area A(R). Applying a coherent stereological
test grid (ALP-sector) with test points PT 5 16,
test lines LT 5 PT  2d, and test area AT 5
PT  d2 to the section allows to assess volume,
surface, and length densities per unit volume
from point hits P(x) (marked by squares),
intersection counts I(x) (arrowheads), and
transect counts Q(y) (short arrows) whereby
the reference area is estimated by the number
of test points included in the section profile
P(R), that is, excluding the points falling outside (marked by triangle). In this example P(R) 5
15; the actual test area is A(R) 5 P(R)  d2,
and the length of test line included in the sample is L(R) 5 P(R)  2d. Using a second parallel section a distance t apart and the counting frame with area
A(R) (disector), the numerical density of particles per unit volume can be assessed from counting particle tops Q2(x) in the disector volume A(R)  t.
Reproduced by permission from Reference 30.
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adjacent sections or two sections from a stack of serial sections.
An optical disector is generated by focusing a known distance
through the z-plane of a thick section; this is easily obtained as
parallel focal planes using ordinary oil objectives of high
numerical aperture (41) or confocal microscopy (42) or other
tomographic techniques (e.g., micro-CT or electron tomography) (43). Placing a counting test frame of a known area AT on
the paired sections defines a reference volume of the disector,
VðdisectorÞ 5 AT  h

(1)

where h is the distance between the upper faces of the paired
sections or the displacement of the optical planes in an optical
disector.
Particles within the reference volume are counted by comparing paired sections using the ‘‘now you see it (in one section
or plane), now you don’t (in the next section or plane)’’
principle. Particles that appear in only one of the two sections,
but not in both, are counted. Multiple disectors can be
generated from a stack of serial sections.
(e) The disector accurately estimates mean particle size as
well as particle number. Because particles are sampled with a
probability proportional to their number within the disector
volume, this technique can be used to estimate mean particle
size. If the number N(y) of particles y in the disector (i.e., their
number density NV(y)), is known, and the volume density of the
particles is obtained by point counting VV(y) 5 P(y)/P(AT), the
mean particle size vN(y), can be estimated:
vN ðyÞ 5 VV ðyÞ  VðdisectorÞ = NðyÞ 5 VV ðyÞ = NV ðyÞ

(2)

The various disector-based measurements of mean particle
size are collectively known as ‘‘local’’ estimators (44) because
they use two steps to separate, without bias, the particle of
interest from its containing space (i.e., measuring size of the
‘‘bird’’ without having to measure volume of the ‘‘cage’’) (45).
The first step is to sample particles in proportion to their
number, using the disector. Then, the volume of each sampled
particle is estimated by measuring the distance along isotropic
lines radiating from one unique point (e.g., nucleolus of a cell) to
the particle boundary, e.g., cell membrane, a method called the
nucleator (46). The average estimate yields a number-weighted
mean particle volume. A variant of this procedure is termed the
rotator (47). Another technique, point-sampled intercepts, first
samples the particles in proportion to their volume, by overlaying a grid of test points onto a field of view; the particles that
are hit by the points are selected for measurement. Then, the
volume of each particle is estimated by measuring the length of
an isotropic line intercept in the particle passing through the test
point to yield a volume-weighted mean particle volume (48, 49).
(f) Number-weighted and volume-weighted mean particle
volumes are not the same. Both estimate mean particle size.
However, volume-weighted mean volume also includes information about variance of particle size (bigger particles are
sampled at a higher probability). When particle size is constant,
volume-weighted and number-weighted mean volumes are
equal. When particle size is heterogeneous, volume-weighted
mean volume is greater than number-weighted mean volume. An
increased volume-weighted mean particle volume can result
from a true increase in mean particle size, an increased size
variation, or both (48). Therefore, volume-weighted and number-weighted mean volumes yield complementary information,
especially when particle size is heterogeneous.
2.2. Practical Application of Stereology

Practical stereology resources can be found in introductory textbooks (28), Internet websites (e.g., the International Society for

Stereology [ISS]: http://www.stereologysociety.org/), and various
courses that are offered regularly in North America and Europe.
(a) Performing lung stereology requires no sophisticated
equipment, except those available in most histology and microscopy facilities. For tissue sectioning and sampling (SECTIONS
4 and 5.1.2), simple slicing tools often suffice. For general
microscopic measurements, only a properly sampled set of field
of view (or images) and a test system appropriate for estimating
the parameters of interest are needed. Templates for test
systems (used as transparencies or digital overlays) are available
in the literature (21, 28) and in computer-aided image analysis
software. For any coherent grid of test area, lines, and points
(Figure 1), the basic information necessary for the calculation of
counting results includes the area of the frame (for length and
number estimation), the area associated with a single test point
(for volume estimation), and the line length associated with
a single test point (for surface area estimation) corrected for the
final magnification.
(b) Design-based stereology minimizes bias only in sampling
and measurement of structure; other sources of bias must also
be identified and minimized. These include artifacts and distortion during specimen fixation and processing (SECTION 3), and
incorrect structure recognition. The structures of interest should
be unambiguously identifiable, observers should be well trained,
and test systems should be simple to minimize ambiguity in the
definition of counting events.
(c) Computer-aided stereology counting systems improve
precision and efficiency but not necessarily accuracy. These
systems usually consist of a light microscope, motorized x-,y-,zmicroscope stage with a microcator to encode the z-axis
position, digital camera, and computer with stereology software
(49, 50). Images obtained using other instruments (e.g., confocal
and electron microscopes or tomographs) are also importable
into stereology software. These systems improve counting
efficiency by automating certain sampling steps and by directly
providing stereological probes, calculations, data analysis, and
storage. Advanced stereological methods may require computerized systems. However, the decisive step, counting structures,
always requires the judgment of a trained observer. Thus, highquality stereology does not depend on sophisticated equipment
but rather on a rigorous study design, particularly the sampling
strategy and outcome measures.
One caveat regarding automation is the temptation to use all
pixels contained in the image to measure the entire area
covered by a structural component for estimating volume
fractions, or to trace all the pixels that outline the contour of
air spaces. This approach does not increase precision of the
estimate over simpler point counting procedures (38), but rather
causes a loss in accuracy because of potentially inadequate
discrimination of structures by the automated detection algorithm, particularly in boundary areas. For example, using
software erosion options eliminates pixels along boundaries
leading to imprecision. Because each microscopic image represents but an infinitesimal sample of the organ, it makes no sense
to strive for high local precision; instead, one should try to
attain high global precision with the least effort on individual
images, an approach referred to as ‘‘do more less well’’ (38, 39).

3. FIXATION AND PREPARATION OF LUNGS
FOR MORPHOMETRY
3.1. Goals of Fixation and Basic Considerations

Fixation aims to preserve (1) lung volume in a defined inflation
state; (2) architectural integrity of lung parenchyma (i.e., alveoli
and capillaries), airways, and vessels; (3) ultrastructure of lung
cells, organelles, and matrix; (4) capillary blood; (5) surface
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tochemistry and immunocytochemistry with/without antigen
retrieval techniques, because it does not completely destroy
protein immunogenicity (54, 55). However, formaldehyde does
not adequately stabilize tissue structure; the fixed lung is subject
to significant mechanical distortion and collapse. In addition,
cell ultrastructures are not adequately fixed for EM.
(b) Glutaraldehyde is a di-aldehyde with potent protein
cross-linking ability (56, 57) that rapidly stabilizes cell structure, resulting in stable lung architecture that resists mechanical distortion. It is the preferred fixative for EM studies. The
lung can be adequately fixed using buffered 2.5% glutaraldehyde, sometimes combined with paraformaldehyde, a solid
polymer of formaldehyde (57, 58). Because cell membranes
remain semipermeable after fixation, hypertonic glutaraldehyde solutions should be avoided (59). Glutaraldehyde in high
concentrations destroys protein immunogenicity and is not
a suitable fixing agent for immunohistochemistry.
(c) Osmium tetroxide in isotonic buffer is the original
fixative for EM; today it is used primarily as a ‘‘post-fixative’’
of glutaraldehyde-fixed tissue, to stabilize and stain cellular
membranes by binding to unsaturated phospholipids. Osmic
acid treatment reduces membrane permeability so that cells are
less susceptible to osmotic effects.
(d) Uranyl acetate, a contrast agent commonly used in
transmission EM, is also used as a second post-fixative that
stabilizes membranes via binding of uranyl ions to the phosphodiester groups of saturated phospholipids, thereby reducing
axial diffusion of lipid molecules (60), an important consideration in preserving labile surfactant materials. Preservation of
surfactant-containing lamellar bodies in alveolar type II cells
requires prolonged en bloc staining with half-saturated aqueous
uranyl acetate (61, 62).
(e) Ethanol or acetone, which dehydrates tissue and denatures certain proteins, is an essential ingredient for fixing and
stabilizing elastic fibers. (63)
3.2.2. Route of fixative application. (a) Immersion of tissue
pieces in fixative preserves cell structure but sacrifices functionally relevant 3D lung architecture. Only small blocks can be
fixed adequately for EM because penetration depth of glutaraldehyde and osmium tetroxide is limited.
(b) Instillation of fixative solution through the airways under
controlled pressure is the standard route that allows excellent
preservation of tissue and capillary blood, provided the fixative
is iso-osmolar with respect to plasma (51).

lining of alveoli and airways with surfactant film, fluid layer
(hypophase, edema, or mucus); and (6) molecular identity of
cells for localization and quantification of protein and RNA
expression. No single fixation or preparation method fulfills all
these goals and could therefore be declared a ‘‘Gold Standard,’’
but each of the available methods achieves some of these goals
best; we will call them conditional ‘‘Silver Standards.’’
The results obtained with these methods are summarized in
Table 2. Airway instillation fixation (SECTION 3.3.1 [Silver
Standard A]) preserves alveolar septal structures and capillary
blood content, but eliminates alveolar surface lining. Vascular
perfusion fixation (SECTION 3.3.2 [Silver Standard B]) preserves
alveolar surface lining and internal architecture but capillary
blood is lost. Both methods adequately preserve cell and tissue
structure for morphometry under LM and EM. Formaldehyde
fixation for short periods (4–6 h) preserves the cell immunogenicity, but does not adequately preserve cell structure or tissue
architecture; this is improved in the sense of a compromise by
adding some glutaraldehyde (SECTION 3.3.3 [Silver Standard C]).
The choice of fixation method depends on the pre-defined study
goal. A combination of such methods is necessary to obtain
a complete picture of lung structure (51). The standards described below should be observed with the highest rigor, as
these technical considerations determine the quality of tissue
samples and hence the quality of the results. Where stringent
‘‘ideal’’ fixation conditions cannot always be fulfilled (e.g., in
diagnostic pathology), it is essential to control the changes,
estimate the effect of deviation (correction factors), and define
and declare in any communication the limitations of the
preparation.
In summary, the fixation and preparation methods should
be carefully defined and consistently applied to avoid bias.
Quality of the specimen depends on the fixing agent, route
of fixative application, control of pressures, and processing
procedures. The appropriate protocol should be chosen according to study goals (52, 53). Because air and blood contents fluctuate widely in vivo, it is necessary to document
and control the physiologic variables under which the lung is
fixed.
3.2. Methods of Fixation

3.2.1. Fixing agents. (a) Formaldehyde is a good generalpurpose fixative for LM, diagnostic pathology, immunohis-

TABLE 2. COMPARATIVE QUALIFICATION OF RESULTS OF DIFFERENT METHODS OF LUNG FIXATION FOR MORPHOMETRY
Airway Instillation
GOAL To preserve:
Lung volume
Internal architecture
Parenchyma
Airways and vessels
Tissue fine structure
Capillary blood
Cell structure
Surface lining and edema
Cells: molecular identity
LM
TEM
SEM
LSM

Vascular Perfusion
Rapid Freezing

2.5% GA buffered 0
OsO4, UrAc

Formaldehyde,
Paraformaldehyde

GA / OsO4 / UrAc /
Alcohol dehydration

Freeze substitution

11
11
11
11
111
111
111
—
—
1
1
1
—

—
—
—
—
1
1
—
—
1
1
—
—
1

111
111
111
111
11
—
11
111
—
1
1
1
—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
1
1
1
—
—
1

111 excellent, 11 good, 1 acceptable, – inadequate.
Definition of abbreviations: GA 5 glutaraldehyde; LM 5 light microscopy; LSM 5 laser scanning confocal microscopy; OsO4 5 osmium tetroxide; SEM 5 scanning
electron microscopy; TEM 5 transmission electron microscopy; UrAc 5 Uranyl acetate.
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(c) Vascular perfusion of fixative in an air-inflated lung
eliminates capillary content but preserves the structure of
alveolar and airway surface, including constituents of the
surface lining layer (64–66).
(d) Intrapulmonary injection of glutaraldehyde solution
allows rapid fixation of tissue samples when the lung cannot
be fixed in toto through the airway or vasculature. (67)
(e) Rapid freezing followed by freeze-substitution is used
for certain applications (e.g., when histology is combined with
immunocytochemical and molecular genetic studies) (68–70).
The poor heat conductivity of porous lung tissue requires
freeze-substitution fixation of frozen lung samples in alcoholbased or ethylene glycol-based fixatives, which allows LM
morphometry to be performed, for example, in correlation
with functional imaging (71, 72). Specimens thus obtained
cannot be used for EM because replacement of ice with the
substituting fixative is feasible only to short distances (micrometers) from the surface, leading to inhomogeneous and
inadequate cell and tissue preservation (73), except for very
small samples (74).
3.2.3. Control of pressures. Airway pressure determines the
degree of unfolding of alveolar structures, vascular pressure
determines capillary filling, and osmotic pressure of the fixative
determines the degree of cell swelling or shrinkage.
(a) In airway instillation, the fixative must be instilled postmortem using a sufficiently high pressure (20–25 cm H2O above
the highest point of the lung) and a rapid flow to ensure uniform
penetration into the parenchyma, because lung tissue and
capillary blood is fixed immediately upon contact with fixative.
The tubing must be as wide and short as possible. The instillation pressure and perfusion state should be standardized
and clearly documented. Instilling the fixative while blood is
flowing may cause some capillaries to be engorged with
erythrocytes, stacking up behind fixed capillary segments.
Conversely, if the lung is exsanguinated before fixation, the
capillaries will be empty. A useful precaution is to clamp the
main pulmonary artery with a snare just before instillation (75).
(b) In vascular perfusion fixation, airway pressure must be
controlled to achieve adequate alveolar distension (64, 76). The
perfusion pressures must be controlled in the pulmonary artery
cannula and in the left atrium to define perfusion conditions in
relation to airway pressure (zone 2 and 3 conditions); zonal
conditions determine the degree of capillary distension (64, 77).
Alternatively, the lung can be fixed at defined transmural
pressures under no flow conditions (78).
(c) Osmotic pressure of the fixative is difficult to control
because the process of fixation binds glutaraldehyde molecules,
causing osmotic pressure to fall, whereas osmium tetroxide
alters semipermeability of cell membranes (59, 79). For this
reason, the fixative solutions could be made slightly hypertonic
(total osmolarity 350 mOsm for instillation and 510 mOsm for
perfusion fixation); higher osmolarity causes cells to shrink. In
perfusion fixation, dextran could be added to adjust oncotic
pressure (64).
3.2.4. Tissue processing. The fixed lung should be immersed
in the fixative solution for at least 24 hours to allow full tissue fixation. After sampling, tissue blocks are dehydrated
through graded ethanol into an intermediate solvent, depending
on the embedding medium. The best quality is obtained with
embedding in epoxy resins (for EM and high resolution LM) or
in glycol methacrylate (for LM). Embedding in paraffin has
some advantages for LM (staining and solubility) and is the
traditional standard in pathology (archival material), but causes
unpredictable tissue shrinkage, a disadvantage for morphometry unless sampling is done with the fractionator technique
aiming at estimation of total number of cells or alveoli (SECTION
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4.2.5.). Samples for EM are post-fixed in buffered 1% osmium
tetroxide (avoid phosphate buffer here) followed by bloc
staining with uranyl acetate solution (61). Dehydration in
ethanol series follows before embedding.
3.3. Conditional Silver Standards of Fixation

3.3.1. Silver Standard A: airway instillation fixation. The fixative
is a 2.5% glutaraldehyde solution buffered (pH 7.4) with
potassium phosphate, HEPES, or cacodylate (total osmolarity
350 mOsm). This solution is instilled with rapid flow into
airways after lung collapse at a head pressure 20–25 cm above
the highest point of the lung (51). A slow inflow may cause
inhomogeneous lung fixation. In open chest preparations, the
main pulmonary artery may be clamped with a snare just before
instillation to prevent flowing erythrocytes from stacking up
behind fixed capillary segments (75). After fixation, airway
inflation pressure must be maintained for at least 24 hours, by
tying off the trachea or the tubing without leaks.
3.3.2. Silver Standard B: vascular perfusion fixation. The
primary fixative is a 2.5% glutaraldehyde solution buffered
(pH 7.4) with potassium phosphate, HEPES, or cacodylate with
the addition of 3% dextran (total osmolarity 510 mOsm) and
applied by vascular perfusion, followed by sequential perfusion
of buffered solutions of (1) 1% osmium tetroxide and (2) 0.5%
uranyl acetate with dextran (64), then immediately followed by
perfusion of ethanol (70–100%) (63).
The lung is perfused either in situ or as isolated organ, with
the animal heparinized before surgery. An inflow cannula is
inserted into the pulmonary artery and an outflow cannula into
the left atrium; pressures in both cannulas should be monitored
and controlled. The pulmonary circulation is flushed free of
blood with a buffered iso-osmolar solution containing dextran
or BSA (64). Air inflation of the lung must be controlled before
perfusing with fixative solution. After completion of perfusion
fixation, the lung can immediately be sliced for volume estimation and sampling.
3.3.3. Silver Standard C: fixation for stereology and immunocytochemistry. This method is a compromise to allow retention
of immunogenicity of epitopes while preserving structural integrity for morphometry. A combination of 4% formaldehyde
with 0.1% glutaraldehyde in 0.2 M HEPES buffer followed by
freeze substitution in 0.5% uranyl acetate in methanol (80) has
proven successful. Depending on the antibody used, other
combinations may also be used. The fixative is applied by
airway instillation or by vascular perfusion, after adding dextran. Lung tissue fixed this way can be processed for immunocytochemistry (54) or stereology (81).
3.4. Special Problems Related to Lung Size

3.4.1. Large lungs (human, dog, pig, horse). When instilling
fixative solution through the airways, the diameters of the tracheal cannula and the tubing connecting to the fixative reservoir
should be as large as possible. To ensure rapid, even fixation,
one may start with a higher pressure-head, gradually bringing it
down to the final pressure (20–25 cm H2O). The fixed lung can
be immersed in a plastic bag containing the fixative solution
and the bag floated on a water bath to avoid crushing the lung
under its own weight. Because of significant regional structural
heterogeneity, each lung should be divided into lobes or strata
(e.g., upper and lower zones) and the sampling scheme performed separately for each stratum or lobe.
3.4.2. Small lungs (rodent, embryo, early postnatal pup). To
obtain uniform and reproducible lung fixation as well as
accurate morphometric measurements in small lungs (82),
a number of issues must be considered:
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(a) The small luminal diameter of the trachea (, 1 mm)
requires narrow plastic or glass tracheal cannulas that show high
resistance or capillarity forces during instillation of the fixative.
Combined with a lower content of connective tissue fibers, the
small trachea and lungs are prone to rupture when stretched.
(b) The liquid that fills embryonic lungs may dilute the
fixative and impede its proper distribution. Partial removal of
lung liquid by gently massaging the thorax, by careful suction
with a syringe, and by using slightly hyper-osmolar fixatives may
help to overcome this problem (83). The fixed lung sections
should be carefully assessed for rupture artifact and, if present,
the fixation approach should be modified.
(c) Caution is needed when measuring volume of small fixed
lung by liquid displacement, because any liquid that is carried
with the lung, including liquid trapped between adjacent pleural
surfaces, will falsely elevate the estimated lung volume (SECTION
5.1).
(d) Even small lungs exhibit marked regional differences
(84), which require multistage sampling just like larger lungs.
Because of a high surface-to-volume ratio of small lungs, the
subpleural region with its airway tips perpendicularly oriented
to the pleural surface represents a higher volume proportion
than in larger lungs.
(e) For initial sampling of larger lungs, macroscopic
methods are convenient to create slabs, slices, and cubes.
For small lungs, microscopic methods are the choice; use
a microtome and/or ultramicrotome to cut uniform serial
sections and select tissue samples according to the principles
of systematic uniform random sampling (SECTION 4). Assumptions or forerunning morphometric analyses may have to be
made about structural similarity between the right and left
lung, or among lobes (84).
(f) Fixed lungs are typically immersed in fixative, and after
sampling, dehydrated in a solvent for the embedding media.
Small lungs may collapse during these steps, particularly if
glutaraldehyde is not used. Processing the tissue in a low
vacuum can minimize collapse. Reagents should be placed in
a vacuum before use to remove dissolved gas, which otherwise
may distort or rupture the tissue when the gas comes out of
solution. Excessive vacuum should be avoided, as it may also
rupture the fragile tissue.
(g) Compared with human lungs, higher magnification may
be required when analyzing very small lungs, to adequately
resolve structural details due to a near fivefold difference in the
scale of the structures (e.g., size of acinar airways) (SECTION 8.3).
3.5. Preparation Artifacts

Because of inherent airspace instability, dimensional changes
occurring during tissue preparation should be controlled and
determined (85), including changes in lung volume or its substructures (shrinkage or swelling) as well as mechanical distortion caused by cutting thin sections. The volume of airspaces
represented on paraffin-embedded formalin-fixed lung sections
may be as little as 15% of total lung capacity (TLC) (1) because
each preparatory step (formalin fixation, dehydration, paraffin
embedding, and sectioning) progressively reduces apparent
airspace volume of the fixed tissue. This serious problem can
largely be avoided by selecting appropriate fixation and preparation procedures, namely glutaraldehyde instead of formalin
fixation, and epoxy or glycol methacrylate resin instead of
paraffin embedding.
Volume of instillation-fixed lungs represents about 3/4 of
TLC (86); this volume serves as reference for controlling
dimensional changes in subsequent steps. Glutaraldehyde-fixed
lungs are resilient to mechanical distortion during processing.
Dehydration and embedding in Epoxy resins result in less than
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5% linear tissue shrinkage (87). Embedding in glycol methacrylate also incurs little shrinkage (88). Sectioning of embedded
tissue may compress tissue in the cutting direction, thus reducing the section area in an anisotropic way. Shrinkage can be
estimated by taking sequential photographs of the same tissue
block in (1) fixed state, (2) embedded block, and (3) histologic
section, and measuring the distance dx between identifiable
landmarks: the ratios d2/d1 5 f1, and d3/d2 5 f2 are stepwise
linear shrinkage factors, with total shrinkage amounting to f0 5
f1f2. Volume shrinkage 5 f03. Assuming structural homogeneity
and isotropy of tissue shrinkage, this factor (f03) can be used to
reduce the measured lung volume V(L) in the fixed state to that
corresponding to sections
VðLÞsection 5 f30  VðLÞ

(3)

Section compression is estimated in a similar way by measuring the distance between landmarks on embedded blocks
and sections in the section direction and perpendicularly to it.
Cell shrinkage or swelling may be avoided by carefully controlling the osmolarity of fixative solutions (59, 79).
It is often assumed that artifacts or bias are unimportant
when the study goal is to compare two experimental groups.
This assumption is valid only if experimental conditions and
structural alteration do not lead to differential shrinkage
between the groups being compared. For example, the fibrotic
or emphysematous lung shrinks differently from the normal
control lung. Where it is justified to conclude that relative bias is
the same among different experimental groups, biased data can
still allow valid between-group comparisons. Such data do not
provide ‘‘true’’ or accurate values but retain their comparative
worth. The weakness of this approach resides in the fact that
a given study may be open to multiple sources of bias, some of
which yield overestimates and others underestimates of the true
value.

4. SAMPLING WHOLE LUNGS FOR MORPHOMETRY
4.1. Sampling Rules

To ensure that selected tissue samples—whether for morphometry, immunocytochemistry, or gene expression—represent the
whole, all parts of the lung should have equal probability of
being sampled. This requirement is met by introducing randomness into the sampling process (19, 89–91). In the simplest
random sampling procedure, the lung or lobe is cut into serial
slices at a constant thickness interval. The slices to be selected
are determined by random numbers. The best way to avoid
sampling bias is to adhere strictly to the proven unbiased
sampling procedures (below); adherence is particularly important when some components (airways and vessels) are not
randomly distributed or oriented (91, 92) because the estimation of volume and number is orientation-independent but the
estimation of surface and length is orientation-dependent.
4.2. Unbiased Sampling Procedures

4.2.1. Systematic uniform random sampling (SURS). This is
a simple procedure. An initial random cut is made through
the lung followed by serial parallel slices made at a constant
thickness interval. The slices are flipped 908 in the same
direction so the cut faces are visible. A lattice grid is laid over
the slices and tissue blocks are selected systematically (e.g.,
taking a block in every fifth grid square in every fifth row, with
a random start). Because more squares fall on larger slices, each
unit lung volume is sampled with equal probability.
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4.2.2. Stratified uniform random sampling (StURS). This is
a variant of SURS useful in the study of large lungs, where
heterogeneity is suspected, or in studies that affect only part of
the lung (93). The lung is divided into strata of similar or very
different size (e.g., left and right lower and upper lobes); each
stratum is serially sliced at equal thickness with a random start in
the first cut (Figure 2). All slices in each stratum are laid out with
the upper cut surface up and a square grid with numbered lines is
used to obtain a defined number of samples by means of random
numbers; alternatively, one can also use the systematic sampling
method described in SECTION 4.2.1. In the example shown, the
sample blocks are divided into parts and processed for LM and EM;
alternatively, independent samples can be selected separately for
LM and EM (30).
4.2.3. Isotropic uniform random (IUR) sampling (30). This is
similar to SUR sampling, with the addition of specific procedures termed ‘‘orientator’’ (94) or ‘‘isector’’ (95) to orient the
blocks and ensure that selected blocks are embedded in random
(isotropic) directions for estimating the length or surface of
airways and vessels. These orienting procedures are not necessary with respect to the surface of alveoli, which face all
directions with about equal probability.
4.2.4. Vertical sections. These are cut for estimating surface
area of conducting airways and blood vessels to account for
potential bias caused by their preferential direction and nonrandom orientation (96) (Figure 3). They may also be used for
a range of local cell size estimates.
4.2.5. Fractionator. This is a comprehensive sampling approach (97, 98) that begins with serial sectioning though the
entire specimen, followed by systematic selection of a known
fraction of the whole (99) (Figure 4). This procedure can be
combined with point-counting (Cavalieri) estimates of volume,
specific section orientation (vertical or isotropic sections), and
multistage stratified sampling (below) to quantify the number,
volume, surface, and length of lung structure and specific
subcompartments. Because the fraction sampled from the whole
is known, estimates of total number are not affected by tissue
shrinkage artifact.
4.2.6. Multistage cascade sampling. Unbiased sampling procedures can be stratified, or repeated, at different magnifications
of the specimen where the object of interest at one level becomes
the reference object in the next level of higher magnification (90).
After tissue blocks are selected from serial lung slices by an
unbiased sampling procedure, multiple histologic sections are cut
from each block, allowing for random orientation.
The same sampling procedure is reapplied to select sections
for analysis under the microscope, and again to select microscopic fields to be overlaid with a test system. The final mea-
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surements are related back through the cascade of levels to the
absolute volume of the lung or lobe (SECTION 6).
4.3. Sampling Focal Lesions

The size, frequency, and distribution of lesions in the lung
dictate the sampling approach. When lesions comprise greater
than 10% of lung volume, the global sampling approaches described above work well. When lesions comprise 5% or less of
total lung volume and are heterogeneously distributed, global
sampling is difficult. One approach is to sample the lung as described above to estimate the volume of lesions, and then subsample regions within the lesions for detailed analysis using an
appropriate random sampling strategy (100). This approach has
been used to show changes in fibroblast number in lung lesions
after treatment for bleomycin-induced pulmonary fibrosis (101).
4.4. How Much Sampling Is Enough?

Statistical efficiency of morphometric results is given by
CV2 ðobservedÞ 5 CV2 ðbiologicalÞ 1 CE2 ðmethodÞ

(4)

where CV(observed) is the observed coefficient of variation,
CV(biological) is the true biological variation or ‘‘signal’’ (unknown), and CE(method) is the coefficient of error or estimate
of the ‘‘noise’’ introduced by sampling and measurement variation. The general rule is that the ‘‘noise’’ should not exceed the
‘‘signal,’’
CE2 ðmethodÞ < 1=2 CV2 ðbiologicalÞ

(5)

and efficiency considerations means that it is wasteful of
resources to make CE(method)  CV(biological) (i.e., the
‘‘do more less well’’ paradigm) (38, 39).
The contributions of sampling and measurement variation to
direct volume estimates by the Cavalieri method have been
derived (102). Contributions to measurement variation for ratio
estimators like volume, number, surface, and length densities
are also available (103). Simple guidelines suffice for sample
size within an animal (primary sampling unit) as follows: 100–
200 probe interactions (e.g., point hits or intersections), 50 fields,
and 10 blocks; the latter two sample sizes may have to be
increased in inhomogeneous tissue (104).

5. ESTABLISHING REFERENCE PARAMETERS
Primary morphometric measurements are usually densities
(e.g., volume density 5 fractional volume of structure within
the containing volume [in cm3/cm3] or surface density 5 surface

Figure 2. Stratified uniform
random sampling (StURS) of
dog lung by division into four
regional strata of similar size,
for example, upper and lower
strata of left and right lung
(207). (A) In each stratum,
serial slices of thickness h are
generated by Cavalieri sampling with random start of first
cut. (B) The slices are laid out
with upper cut surface up;
a grid of 10 3 10 rows is
overlaid to identify four samples by generating two-digit
random numbers that hit the lung parenchyma (gray squares). (C) The sample blocks are divided and embedded for light microscopy (LM) and
electron microscopy (EM); alternatively, one may obtain independent random number samples for LM and EM.
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Figure 3. Vertical sections. (A)
An arbitrary horizontal reference plane, such as a cutting board, is considered fixed
and the vertical section is perpendicular to this horizontal
plane. Airways selected by
microdissection can be sampled by this vertical section
scheme, by bisecting the airway longitudinally and laying
it flat with the luminal surface
up. In this orientation, the
arrow that runs from base to
apex of the epithelium indicates the direction of the
vertical axis, V. (B) Bisected
airway can be cut into strips
of tissue. (C ) Each airway tissue strip is cut following a random rotation of the cutting
angle to achieve uniform randomness. (D) The blocks are
then selected by SURS procedures for embedding with the
vertical direction maintained
in the embedding mold.
Reproduced by permission
from Reference 208.

area of structure within the containing volume [in cm2/cm3]). To
make functional sense, such primary parameters must be converted to absolute quantities (e.g., volume [cm3] or surface
[cm2]) in relation to a defined reference volume:
Density of structure 3 Reference volume 5 Quantity of structure
(6)
Misinterpretation of data can arise if only densities are
examined without consideration of changes in the reference
space; this error is termed the ‘‘reference trap.’’ For example,
after resection of one lung (pneumonectomy), the remaining
lung nearly doubles its volume at a given transpulmonary pressure. If volume density of alveolar septal tissue in the remaining
lung is normal, then the absolute quantity of alveolar tissue
must have doubled. If the density of alveolar tissue is below
normal, its absolute quantity may or may not have increased.
Accurate measurement of reference volume is of critical importance for data interpretation because it is often the only
absolute quantity in the analytical scheme.
5.1. Measuring the Reference Lung Volume

Lung or lobar volume can be measured in the intact state by
saline immersion (105) or radiologic imaging (CT or MRI)
(106–109), and after serial sectioning by point counting of the
cut surfaces (Cavalieri method) (110).
5.1.1. Immersion method. After releasing airway pressure, the
lung is immersed in a container of saline, without touching
the container. Volume displacement of saline is measured as the
change in weight of the container (111). Because elastic fibers are
not completely fixed by aldehyde fixative (63, 64), residual
elasticity and the hydrostatic pressure of instilled fixative cause
the estimated volume to be 10 to 15% larger by immersion than by
the Cavalieri method (86); variability in volume may depend on the

size of the lung. In large lungs, the volume of each lobe should be
measured separately. In very small lungs, retention of fixative to
the pleural surfaces and within the interlobar fissures must be
eliminated to avoid errors in the volume measured by immersion.
5.1.2. Cavalieri method. The lung is serially sliced at a constant thickness (t), with a random start. The slices are flipped 908
in the same direction and the cut surfaces overlaid with a square
lattice test grid for point counting.
Volume of lung slice 5 P  d2  t

(7)

where P 5 number of points falling on lung parenchyma or the
structures of interest, and d 5 distance between adjacent grid
points. Total lung volume is the summed volume of individual
slices. This method has some advantage over the immersion
method: (1) it measures volume of the fully relaxed lung,
a state that most closely represents the final state of the tissue
to be analyzed under the microscope; (2) it adds only modest
extra effort because serial slicing is routinely required for
tissue sampling; and (3) it uses a consistent point counting
principle as that used in subsequent microscopic analysis of
tissue subcomponents. Care should be taken to support the
fixed lung during slicing (e.g., by embedding in agar), and to
keep the slices parallel and the cut surfaces moist to minimize
tissue distortion. Because formaldehyde fixation results in
unpredictable tissue shrinkage compared with glutaraldehyde
fixation, the former yields less reliable estimates of reference
lung volume.
The Cavalieri method is preferred over the immersion
method for estimating the volume of moderate to large lungs
that can be serially sliced at 1- to 2-cm intervals. In very small
lungs, a microtome is needed to section at precise millimeter
intervals; alternatively, either immersion or imaging (CT,
MRI) methods may be used to assess volume of the small lung.
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of alveolar septum per unit lung volume, VV(s,L) is estimated at
low-power LM. Next, the volume density of alveolar tissue per
unit volume of alveolar septum, VV(tissue,s), is obtained under
high-power LM or EM. Then,
VðtissueÞ 5 VV ðtissue; sÞ 3 VV ðs; LÞ 3 VðLÞ

(8)

6. MORPHOMETRY OF LUNG PARENCHYMA
6.1. Multistage Stratified Analysis

Beyond the terminal bronchiole lie the acini, the basic gas
exchange units containing alveolated distal airways and
alveoli. Intra-acinar airway diameter changes little with each
generation so that total airway cross-section nearly doubles
with each generation. The gas exchange region is subdivided
by interalveolar septa, the number and size of alveoli being
descriptors of this subdivision. The alveolar septa, cells, and
capillaries are minute and separated by large volumes of air,
necessitating multistage cascade analysis at sequentially higher
magnifications to ensure adequate spatial resolution while
minimizing sample number and size at each level (30) (Figure
5).
6.2. Volume Density and Absolute Volume

Point counting is used to estimate the volume fractions of
parenchyma, alveolar septa, and their constituents, in a cascade
procedure (Figure 5). A consistent definition of compartments
must be maintained at all levels:
Level I (macroscopic): estimating total lung volume by measuring the area of lung surfaces (Ai) for all tissue slices i, and
multiplying the summed areas by the slice thickness (t), that is,
VðLÞ 5 Si Ai  t

Figure 4. Isotropic uniform random sampling scheme, comprised of
uniform sampling (smooth fractionator) followed by procedures that
ensure isotropic orientation (isector). (A) A lung is embedded in agar
and cut into slabs at a constant interval and a random start of the first
cut. (B) Each slab is laid flat (two are shown) and the lung volumes
estimated by point counting (volume 5 thickness 3 area). The selected
slabs are cut into bars with the same width as the slab thickness, and
sorted according to the area of the upper surface (e.g., largest to
smallest). Every third bar is selected (shown by arrows, a fractionator
sequence with sampling fraction 5 1/3 using a random start). (C ) Each
selected bar is cut into bricks, sorted again according to the area of the
upper surface, and every third bar is selected (shown by arrows,
continuing the fractionator sequence at sampling fraction 5 1/3 using
random start). (D) To ensure isotropic orientation, the selected bricks
are placed into spherical embedding molds (in agar or plastic), allowed
to harden, removed from the mold, and rolled on the bench top before
further embedding, sectioning, and staining.

5.2. Defining the Reference Space

The principle of reference space extends to microscopic levels. A
reference space should be defined at each level of progressively
higher magnification. For example, to estimate the absolute
volume of extravascular alveolar tissue [V(tissue)] by point
counting, total lung volume [V(L)] is estimated first by the
Cavalieri method on gross lung slices. Then the volume density

(9)

Level II (low-power LM): estimating the fraction of total
lung volume occupied by parenchyma VV(p,L), excluding nonparenchyma, that is, bronchi, vessels, interlobular septa, lymph
nodes, etc. with diameters greater than 1 mm (coarse nonparenchyma) and between 20 mm and 1 mm (fine nonparenchyma), and expressed as a ratio of points on parenchyma P(p)
to points on lung tissue P(L). Because nonparenchyma constitutes a small fraction (z 10%), it is more efficient to count
points hitting nonparenchyma P(np):
VV ðp; LÞ 5 12PðnpÞ=PðLÞ

(10)

Small rodent lungs contain only fine nonparenchyma, while
in large lungs it is useful to separately estimate coarse and fine
nonparenchyma in two steps:
Level II-a (macroscopic, 1–103): counting, on Cavalieri slice
surfaces, points hitting coarse nonparenchyma (cnp) (bronchi
and vessels . 1 mm in diameter) yields the volume fraction of
cnp in total lung volume:
VV ðcnp; LÞ 5 PðcnpÞ=PðLÞ

(11)

Volume fraction of coarse parenchyma in total lung volume,
VV(cp, L) 5 1-VV(cnp, L).
Level II-b (low-power LM, 100–2503): estimating the volume density of fine nonparenchyma VV(fnp) (bronchi and
vessels 20 mm to 1 mm in diameter) as a ratio of test point hits
on these structures P(fnp) to points hitting lung tissue, excluding coarse nonparenchyma structures P(cp) to obtain VV(fnp) 5
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Figure 5. Estimating morphometric parameters of lung parenchyma using multistage
stratified sampling at four
levels of increasing magnification. The parameter estimated
at one level becomes the reference parameter at the next
higher level. This approach
allows calculation of total estimates pertaining to the whole
lung and permits efficient
sampling. Level 1 is Cavalieri
sampling, allowing estimation
of lung volume. Level 2 and
level 3 sections are overlaid
with a simple point grid to
estimate volume fractions,
whereas at level 4 an electron
micrograph is overlaid with
a multipurpose test system
comprising a set of test line
segments within an unbiased
counting frame (SECTION 2).
*Because nonparenchyma occupies a small fraction of the
lung, it may be more efficient
to estimate VV(np).

P(fnp)/P(cp). Then volume fraction of fine parenchyma in lung
is
VV ðp; LÞ 5 ½12VV ðcnp; LÞ  ½12VV ðfnp; cpÞ

(12)

Level III (high-power LM, semi-thin Epon sections, 400–
6003): estimating volume fraction of interalveolar septum in
parenchyma VV(s,p) as a ratio of points hitting the septum to
those hitting parenchyma (excluding nonparenchyma structures),
VV ðs; pÞ 5 PðsÞ=PðpÞ

(13)

Level IV (EM, 1,000–5,0003): estimating volume composition of the septum by counting points hitting capillaries P(c),
endothelium P(endo), epithelium P(epi), and so on in relation
to all points hitting the septum P(s) to obtain their respective
volume densities per unit volume of septum: VV(c,s), VV(endo,s),
or VV(epi,s), etc. Stratification can be extended by estimating, on
high-power EM images (10,000–20,0003), the volume composi-

tion of septal ultrastructure (e.g., lamellar bodies [lb] in type II
epithelial cells, v(lb,ep2)). The total volume of lamellar bodies
V(lb) in the lung is the product of fractional quantities estimated
at each level (i.e., the parameter at one level becomes the
reference parameter for the next level of higher magnification):
VðlbÞ 5 VðLÞ  VV ðp; LÞ  VV ðs; pÞ  VV ðep2; sÞ  VV ðlb; ep2Þ (14)
6.3. Surface Density and Absolute Surface Area

The same stratified scheme is used to estimate absolute surface
areas of alveoli S(a) and capillaries S(c); both surfaces are
equally important determinants of gas exchange impairment in
emphysema or fibrosis. While S(a) is often estimated on LM
images, the low spatial resolution of surface details significantly
underestimates S(a) compared with EM (21). Furthermore, LM
provides no quantitative information on S(c), unless capillary
endothelial cells are specifically highlighted by immunohistoFigure 6. Coherent test grids for point counting
stereology combining test points PT spaced by
distance d with lines of length LT 5 PT  2d in an
unbiased counting frame of a test area AT 5 PT  d2.
(a) Light micrograph of dog lung with double
lattice square grid with PT 5 100, of which 25 are
marked as coarse point grid; counting is efficient if
rare components (z10%) are counted with the
complete grid and frequent components with the
coarse grid. (b) Electron micrograph of dog lung
with short-line test grid (LT 5 21 d, PT 5 42, AT 5
PT  0.866d2) for combined estimation of alveolar
surface by intersection count with the lines and
capillary volume by counting hits of the endpoints.
With such a grid counting becomes efficient because the counting events are similar for surface
intersections and volume point hits (here I(A) 5 10,
I(c) 5 8, P(c) 5 10). Adapted by permission from
Reference 30.
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Figure 7. Unbiased estimation of alveolar number by
counting alveolar openings using the physical disector. (a)
Under
scanning
electron
microscopy, alveolar openings
into the alveolar duct (D) are
marked by their entrance
rings, thus forming the network-like duct wall. Note that
entrance rings at the cut surface of the specimen are visible as free edges of alveolar
septae (arrowheads). (b) In
practice, the number of entrance rings is counted in paired parallel histological sections using the physical disector technique at light microscopic
level. Counting can be performed in both directions—that is, using each section once as sampling section (for counting) and once as look-up section
(for comparison) using an unbiased counting frame with exclusion line (red) and inclusion line (green). In histologic sections, the network of alveolar
entrance rings is represented by the free edges of alveolar septae (arrowheads). The counting event is the presence of a bridge connecting the free
edges of alveolar septae in the sampling section (arrow) but not the look-up section. (b) Adapted by permission from Reference 25.

chemistry. Hence, it is recommended that alveolar-capillary
surface areas be estimated under EM (. 1,0003), which is more
precise but less efficient than LM combined with immunohistochemistry.
On EM images overlaid with a coherent test grid (Figures 5
and 6), intersections with the alveolar surface contour I(a) are
counted, yielding alveolar surface density in septum SV(a,s)
SV ða; sÞ 5 2  IðaÞ=LðsÞ

(15)

where L(s) is the length of the test line contained in septum,
ordinarily estimated by counting points P(s) on the septum:
L(s) 5 K1d  P(s); K1d is line length per test point (21, 25).
Multiplying SV(a,s) by the volume density of each stratified
level and by absolute lung volume yields absolute S(a):
SðaÞ 5 VL  VV ðp; LÞ  VV ðs; pÞ  SV ða; sÞ

6.4. Alveolar Number

Earlier models for quantifying alveolar number required assumptions of geometric shape factors (22). This source of bias was
removed by the disector method (17). The key step lies in
unambiguously identifying alveolar openings into alveolar ducts,
marked by their entrance rings forming the network-like duct
wall (Figure 7). Network topology is represented by an invariant
number: Euler characteristic x 5 1 – n, where n is the number of
alveolar entrances. Counting the number of entrance rings in
paired sections by the disector technique allows estimation of
total number of alveoli in the lung N(a,L) (112, 113). When using
multistage stratified sampling (Figure 5), N(a,L) is the product of
the number of alveolar openings per unit parenchyma volume
(Sn/Vp) with the volume density of parenchyma per unit lung
volume VV(p,L) and the absolute lung volume (113):

(16)

The same principles are applied to measure surface density
of capillaries per unit volume of septum SV(c,s) and to derive an
estimate of absolute S(c).

Nða; LÞ 5 ðSn= VpÞ  VV ðp; LÞ  VðLÞ:

(17)

When using fractionator sampling (Figure 4),

Figure 8. Principle of chord length measurement.
Perfusion-fixed rabbit lung with a set of test lines
for measuring chord lengths between intersections
with the alveolar surface. Intercepts, marked by
double-ended arrows, are measured if the solid part
of the test line intersects an alveolar surface at least
once (118). Note that some intercepts span one
alveolus (A), whereas others cross the alveolar duct
between two alveoli (D).
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Nða; LÞ 5 Sn= SF

(18)

where n is the number of alveolar openings per sample and SF is
total sampling fraction, the product of the fractions of tissue
bars, blocks, heights, and areas that are sampled at each level
(99, 112). When estimating alveolar number using a multistage
cascade sampling scheme, global specimen shrinkage should be
monitored and corrected for, whereas using fractionator sampling, shrinkage may be ignored.

Lm 5 2  d  PðairspaceÞ=IðaÞ
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(23)

The coefficient of variation of alveolar volume can thus be
estimated. Alveolar size as seen in fixed specimens depends on
the inflation state during fixation and subsequent shrinkage
during processing. Such measurements are meaningful only if
these sources of variability are defined and standardized and if
alveolar architecture is preserved.

With proper sampling and interpretation, this method of
estimating Lm is unbiased. Note that Lm and the reciprocal of
alveolar surface density in parenchymal volume, SV(a,p), are
nearly the same, with one exception: Lm relates to airspaces,
whereas the reference for SV(a,p) includes the volume of interalveolar septal tissue. In fibrotic lungs this difference can be
significant; the correct measurement of Lm must exclude the
volume occupied by the septa and limit the measurement to
airspaces (Figure 8), which requires adequate magnification.
(2) Digitization of images combined with computer-assisted
image analysis allows linear integration of chord lengths measured automatically or semi-automatically on a set of test lines
randomly placed on a microscope field (Figure 8). From these
measurements the chord length distribution, Lm, and other
moments of the distribution can be calculated (118). The
problem with this approach is the automated recognition of
bona fide airspace intercepts; thresholding and setting lower
cut-offs are approximations that introduce unknown biases.
Observer intervention is required to ascertain the true intercepts on a limited sample of random test lines (Figure 8)
with the computer suggesting intercepts and measuring those
accepted. In view of large variability between pulmonary
regions and individuals, there is very limited gain in precision
by measuring, on single images, all intercepts generated by the
scan. This approach is more laborious than the counting
method, but justified if more information is sought than mean
chord length.
Lm is often misconstrued as a measure of ‘‘airspace size.’’
This is incorrect because Lm reflects particle size only if the
particles (alveoli) are convex (i.e., a line traversing the particle
gives rise to only one intercept). Acinar airspaces do not fulfill
this criterion (118) (Figure 8). The best characterization is that
Lm estimates the ‘‘mean free distance’’ between gas exchange
surfaces within the 3D acinar surface complex (alveoli and
ducts) (26). Thus, Lm can characterize the movement of gas
molecules within peripheral airspaces (e.g., in correlation with
3He diffusion rates within airspaces assessed by functional
MRI) (71, 119, 120).

6.6. Mean Linear Intercept

6.7. Air–Blood Barrier Thickness

A popular, but often misinterpreted, measure of lung architecture is ‘‘mean linear intercept length’’ (or ‘‘mean chord
length’’) Lm, which is the mean length of line segments on
random test lines spanning the airspace between intersections
of the line with the alveolar surface (Figure 8). Chord lines
often cross from one alveolus through an alveolar duct to an
opposite alveolus, indicating that Lm characterizes the entire
acinar airspace complex and not just alveoli. In simplest terms,
Lm is an estimator of volume-to-surface ratio of acinar airspaces
(V/S)airspace, alveoli and alveolar ducts taken together:

The arithmetic mean thickness (t) of air–blood barrier measures alveolar tissue volume per surface area by point and intersection counting (i.e., ratio of tissue volume density to
alveolar surface density):

6.5. Alveolar Size and its Variability

The ‘‘number-weighted’’ mean alveolar volume, vN ðaÞ, is estimated indirectly by dividing total volume of alveolar airspaces
(excluding that of alveolar ducts), V(a,L), obtained by point
counting, by total alveolar number, N(a,L), obtained by the
disector:
vN ðaÞ 5 Vða; LÞ=Nða; LÞ

(19)

Alternatively, the point-sampled intercept method (48) allows estimation of ‘‘volume-weighted’’ mean alveolar volume,
vV ðaÞ, as
3
vV ðaÞ 5 ðp=3Þ  lIAS

(20)

3
where lIAS
is the mean of the cubed point-sampled intercepts of
alveoli, again excluding that of alveolar ducts. When both vN ðaÞ
and vV ðaÞ are known, alveolar size variability can be extracted
because volume-weighted mean volume equals the numberweighted mean volume amplified by the relative variance, CVN2
(48):

vV ðaÞ 5 vN ðaÞ  ð1 1 CV2N Þ

Lm 5 4  VðairspaceÞ=SðaÞ 5 4  ðV=SÞairspace

(21)

(22)

where V(airspace) is air volume in alveoli and ducts, and S(a) is
alveolar surface area (7, 24, 114–117). Two methods can be used
to estimate Lm (118).
(1) In analogy to the estimation of alveolar surface density,
Lm can be estimated, in the first place, by simple point and
intersection counting using a suitable coherent test line system
with unit length d (Figures 5 and 6)—that is, counting points
hitting airspaces P(airspace) and intersections of a test line
system with alveolar surface I(a) to obtain

t 5 2  VV ðtissue; sÞ=SV ða; sÞ

(24)

The harmonic mean barrier thickness (th) is a measure of the
diffusion resistance of air–blood barrier, where the thin barrier
parts are weighed more heavily in the morphometric estimation
of lung diffusing capacity (87, 121). High-resolution EM images
(. 8,0003) are overlaid with random test lines, the intercept
lengths between alveolar surface and erythrocyte membrane are
measured and 1/th is obtained as 2/3 of the mean of the
reciprocals of the intercept lengths (87). The magnitude of t is
usually several times greater than th. The intercept lengths may
also be used to derive distributions of barrier thickness, which
may be useful in documenting barrier pathology (122).
An alternative method measures orthogonal (rather than
random) intercept lengths on random section planes where the
membrane appears as a band bounded by the alveolar epithelial
surface. Random points are sampled on this surface trace by
IUR test lines; the perpendicular linear distance from this point
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to the nearest point on the opposite surface (e.g., capillary
endothelium or erythrocyte membrane) is measured (123).
Distribution of orthogonal intercept lengths is narrower than
that of random intercept lengths, thus yielding estimates of t
and th with smaller variances.
6.8. Morphometric Estimation of Lung Diffusing Capacity

None of the above morphometric parameters alone adequately
relates to the functional capacity of the lung (i.e., lung diffusing
capacity for oxygen, DLO2), which is rather determined by the
joint contribution of the volume of alveolar capillary blood Vc,
the intra-acinar alveolar and capillary surfaces, S(a) and S(c),
respectively, and the harmonic mean air–blood barrier thickness, th. These components also interact dynamically with
varying ventilation and perfusion. In simplified terms, alveolar
O2 uptake can be conceptualized as occurring in two major
steps: diffusion across the membrane barrier and binding to
capillary hemoglobin. These steps impose resistances (1/D) of
1
the alveolar membrane barrier and capillary blood, Dmembrane
and
1
,
respectively,
such
that
total
resistance
is
(121,
124,
125):
Dblood
1
1
1
5
1
Dlung
Dmembrane
Dblood

(25)

where Dmembrane and Dblood are determined by morphometric
parameters:
Dmembrane 5 KO2  ½SðaÞ 1 SðcÞ=2  th

(26)

Dblood 5 uO2  VðcÞ

(27)

with KO2 5 Krogh permeability coefficient for tissue and uO2 5
empirical rate of O2 uptake by capillary blood. Morphometric
DLO2 does not take into account diffusion across intra-acinar
airways (126, 127) or various dynamic factors, for example,
distributions of perfusion and capillary erythrocytes with respect to diffusion surfaces, which influence alveolar O2 uptake
in vivo. Morphometric DLO2 exceeds the corresponding DLO2
estimated by physiologic methods at rest. Upon exercise,
physiologic DLO2 progressively increases owing to recruitment
of alveolar-capillary reserves, and approaches morphometric
DLO2 at peak exercise (30, 128). Therefore, morphometric DLO2
provides a meaningful estimation of the structural capacity for
alveolar O2 diffusion. Alveolar O2 flux is far below capacity of
the organ in the basal physiologic state, but increases and
approaches the upper limit imposed by structure when alveolarcapillary reserves are fully recruited.
6.9. Selecting Suitable Test Systems

In the spirit of optimizing sample selection known as ‘‘do more
less well’’ (38, 39), a simple coherent test system is always the
best. Usually 100 to 200 probe ‘‘hits’’ of the structure of interest
(points, lines, or transections of planes or disectors), well
distributed among about 50 fields and 10 blocks, are adequate
to estimate stereological parameters per subject (90, 104).
Multipurpose test systems that meet these requirements include, for example, M42, which consists of 42 test lines each
with 2 ends as test points, and double density lattice grids with
a ratio of 4 fine points per coarse point (Figure 6) (21).

7. ASSESSING LUNG CELL ULTRASTRUCTURE
Quantification of lung ultrastructure requires a fixation-processing
protocol designed for transmission EM, which in the case of

immunogold labeling must also expose epitopes, necessitating a
compromise between preservation of ultrastructure and antigenicity (SECTION 3) (54, 55, 80). Many lung diseases are associated
with hyperplasia and/or hypertrophy of certain cell types (e.g.,
type II alveolar epithelial cells). To distinguish between these
mechanisms, the number and mean size of cells should be estimated. Changes in cell synthetic or secretory activity might be
reflected by changes in number and/or size of organelles (e.g.,
lamellar bodies). Cell number is also important for assessing the
influx of inflammatory cells into lung compartments (e.g., intraalveolar, interstitial, intravascular). Moreover, distribution of
nanoparticles or immunogold labels can be quantified under
high-magnification EM.
7.1. Cells and Organelles

Useful parameters for characterizing cells and organelles include volume, number, mean size, and surface area. These
parameters must be related to a meaningful reference volume,
which is usually total lung volume (for cells) and mean cell
volume (for organelles). The volume of any cell type can be
estimated via point counting in a stratified sampling design or,
alternatively, as the product of cell number and mean cell size.
Cell number per lung, whether resident cells or mobile inflammatory cells, can be directly estimated using disectors
(Table 1) under either LM or EM (129, 130). In conventional
transmission EM, only the physical disector can be applied,
a rather time-consuming approach. The advent of electron
tomography could overcome this limitation by providing optical
disectors in 3D stacks of ultrathin serial images (43). Depending
on the sampling strategy, disector estimates can be combined
with stratified sampling (‘‘density 3 reference volume’’) (e.g.,
References 113, 131, 132) or a fractionator design (‘‘total
counts 3 sampling fraction’’) (e.g., References 92, 99, 112,
133). Because the disector is not only a tool for counting
particles but also for sampling them with equal probability, it
can be used to directly estimate mean cell size and size
distribution (SECTION 2.1, d and e). Alternatively, mean cell size
can be estimated indirectly from the ratio (cell volume density/
cell number density) (Table 1). When the number- and volumeweighted mean cell sizes are known, size heterogeneity can also
be estimated, since the volume-weighted mean volume equals
the number-weighted mean volume amplified by the relative
variance (SECTION 6.5), which is valuable for assessing the
degree of cell (de-)differentiation (48).
7.2. Ultrasmall Particles: Immunoelectron Microscopy

For subcellular localization of gene products, immunoelectron
microscopy using colloidal gold as an immuno-marker is the
method of choice, and can be combined with stereology to
quantify the distribution of labeled gold particles (see reviews in
References 54, 134, 135).
Specific questions may include: (1) In which compartments
do gold particles reside? (2) Are there compartments that are
preferentially labeled, and, if so, which ones?, or (3) Does overall
particle distribution change between experimental groups?
Efficient methods to answer these questions involve counting
gold particles per compartment (questions 1 and 3) or estimating the relative labeling index (RLI, question 2), a measure that
compares compartmental labeling to random labeling (136).
RLI is used to compare an observed distribution of gold
particles associated with defined cell compartments (whose
relative volumes or surface areas are estimated by stereology
using point or intersection counting, respectively) with an
expected distribution that would occur if the same total number of gold particles were scattered randomly according to the
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relative compartmental volumes or surfaces. The observed
number of gold particles (Nobserved) within a cell compartment
is obtained by counting these particles in a systematic uniform
random sample of cell profiles. The expected distribution of
gold particles in each compartment (Nexpected) is obtained from
the total number of point or intersection counts across compartments. The RLI for each compartment is the observed
value divided by the expected value:
RLI 5 Nobserved =Nexpected

(28)

Thus, RLI 5 1 indicates purely random labeling. Preferential
compartmental labeling is defined by two criteria: (1) RLI is
significantly higher than 1, and (2) by x2-analysis the compartmental partial x2-value contributes substantially to the total x2value of all compartments. Raw gold particle distributions
between groups can be compared directly by contingency table
analysis and has been successfully applied to the lung (137–139).
The RLI method, developed for immunogold particles on
sections after postembedding labeling (136, 140–142), has been
extended to analyze the distribution of airborne or synthetic
nanoparticles within cell compartments, then termed relative
deposition index (RDI) (81, 143). A potential problem with
nanoparticles is that they are distributed through the full section
depth rather than confined to its cut surface.
While RLI addresses the three questions above with respect
to preferential labeling, RLI per se does not address the
question of specificity of labeling, which depends on the quality
of the antibody, its interaction with the antigen, and other
factors unrelated to stereology.

8. ASSESSING AIRWAY AND VASCULATURE SYSTEMS
8.1. Bronchovascular Hierarchy

The airway hierarchy connects a small entrance (trachea, crosssection 2.5 cm2) to a large alveolar gas exchange surface (. 100 m2
in humans) via sequential, irregular, dichotomous branching;
the number of branches doubles with each generation. The gas
exchange apparatus forms a sleeve of alveoli on the surface of
approximately eight generations of the most distal airways. Two
functionally distinct regions require different analytical strategies: (1) conducting airways have a multilayered wall with mucous membrane, smooth muscle, and in part cartilage; and (2)
acinar airways are intimately associated with gas exchanging
alveoli. Because these two airway regions have different structure-function characteristics, their position in the airway tree
must be identified. To capture the entire network, a binary coding
system has been used (144); for general purposes, it is sufficient to
identify the position of the airway by noting the generation Z of
a dichotomous tree (Figure 9A), with the trachea being generation 0. The number of branches in generation Z 5 2Z.
Dichotomous branching with fractal properties is the basic
rule of airway morphogenesis, with considerable species differences in the degree of irregularity (145). The main bronchial tracts
follow the form of the lobe they serve. Where lobes are slim and
elongated (e.g., rodents), the bronchial tract follows the main axis,
giving off smaller side branches to supply segments and lobules
(i.e., ‘‘monopodial’’ branching). To account for this irregularity,
airways can be ordered by numbering in reverse order, beginning
at a peripheral size class (‘‘order-1’’) and then to increase the
order whenever two airways of the same order converge. Two
order-2 airways converge into order-3, but when an order-1
converges with an order-2 airway the airway continues as order2 (Figure 9B); this is called Strahler ordering, a variant of which is
Horsfield ordering (146). Whereas in dichotomous branching the

Figure 9. Airway branch ordering systems. (A) Dichotomy; (B) Strahler
ordering system.

branching ratio Rb52, in Strahler or Horsfield ordering Rb.2
depending on the degree of asymmetry; it describes the ratio of
the number of branches from one order to the next.
The dichotomous model stresses connectivity and network
architecture, allowing assessment of branching asymmetry at
different levels. Strahler ordering sacrifices connectivity by
grouping airways of similar size and structural features in
the same order. Physiologists may find the dichotomous system useful, whereas Strahler system may be more useful in
pathology.
Pulmonary arteries follow the airways in a similar branching
pattern except that, at nearly all levels, small ‘‘supernumerary’’
branches arise from the main vessel to perfuse nearby parenchyma
(147); consequently, pulmonary arteries branch over approximately five more generations than airways before reaching capillaries (22). Pulmonary arteries have been ordered according to
Strahler (148); because of supernumerary branches the order
numbers of arteries and airways are not congruent. Pulmonary
veins course independent of airways in an intermediate position
related to interlobular septa, converging on the left atrium in four
main stems. In small lungs, peripheral veins converge onto main
veins that course close to the monopodial airway.
8.2. Conducting Airways

Airway sampling must account for their hierarchical positions
because (1) size and structure of airway wall depend on this
position, (2) location in the connectivity matrix is functionally
important, and (3) there are regional differences.
8.2.1. Database for functional lung models. Functional airway
models are used to answer questions such as distribution of
ventilation, relative role of convection and diffusion along the
airway tree, or deposition of inhaled particles and the ensuing
tissue reaction. Model conception and construction depend on
a sound database of airway dimensions along tree generations
(e.g., length, diameter of segments, and branching angles). Such
data can be obtained on corrosion airway casts prepared with
resins (24, 149, 150) or silicon rubber (144, 151). Silicon rubber
cast is flexible, easy to manipulate, filling even the most peripheral airways (152, 153), and the preparation can be trimmed
to a certain airway size for analysis (154). The parameters
length, diameter of segments, and branching angles are estimated by systematic progression along the tree. This procedure
becomes problematic beyond generation 7 because several
hundred airways must be measured. Sampling becomes essential, but no satisfactory solution is yet available for efficient
unbiased and regionally representative sampling of peripheral
airways. It remains to be explored whether a ‘‘hierarchical fractionator’’ sampling scheme (155) can be developed. It is essential that airway samples be assigned to the hierarchical
network either in an irregular dichotomous model with identifi-
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able connectivity, or a Strahler/Horsfield ordering system.
Ordering the generations for unbiased sampling is also essential
for assessing airway dimensions by nondestructive approaches
such as 3D reconstruction using multidetector CT (MDCT)
(156–158) (SECTION 10).
8.2.2. Quantifying airway pathology. The main challenge is to
sample airway tissue without bias and localize samples with
respect to airway hierarchy. It is not necessary to reconstruct
connectivity. Position identification is easy if the sample is
obtained by biopsy (SECTION 9), but the range of accessible
airways is limited. Different strategies are required for histologic analysis of nonuniformly orientated large airways (down
to segmental bronchi) and for peripheral bronchi and bronchioles where spatial orientation is more uniform. Major airways
can be traced by dissection. For smaller airways, an unbiased
stratified sampling scheme can be designed, beginning with
serial slicing of the lung and subsampling of airway profiles on
the cut surfaces. Vertical sections are most appropriate for
sampling anisotropic tubes (Figure 3). Because the probability
of hitting an airway by the cutting plane is determined by airway
length (or a projection of this length normal to the cutting
plane), subsampling is done using a set of unbiased counting
frames. Airway profiles that are sampled by a counting frame
are selected. The samples can be assigned to size class bins
(profile diameter 1–2 mm, 2–3 mm, etc.), which allow their
localization to the airway hierarchy on a Strahler ordering system (150). Because sampling frequency is proportional to
airway length, small airways may be sampled at a relatively
high frequency because their total length is greater than that of
larger airways (24). Further subsampling may be necessary to
reduce small airway samples to a practicable number. Alternatively, microdissection can be used to define and localize
samples to airway generations (34, 159).
Estimates of airway wall composition are best obtained by
point and intersection counting, using, for example, the epithelial reticular basement membrane surface as a (local) reference
parameter (23). With a test grid of lines and points, one counts
intersections with the basement membrane, I(bm), as an
estimate of its surface area, S(bm), represented in the sample
and point hits on structure x (e.g., epithelial cells), P(x), are
counted to yield a ratio of volume of x relative to surface of
basement membrane:
VðxÞ=SðbmÞ 5 1=2  ðk  dÞ  PðxÞ=IðbmÞ

(29)

where d is the spacing of test points and k is a factor that
depends on the test system used (21). For layered structures
(epithelium, smooth muscle sheath), V(x)/S(bm) is an estimate
of (arithmetic) mean thickness of the sheet. Cell numbers are
counted in a similar way using a disector test system and
relating this number to S(bm).
If it is necessary to encompass the entire depth and
circumference of the bronchial wall, airway cross-sections must
be sampled. The procedure is to (1) obtain a uniform random
sample of bronchi of a certain size class (above) irrespective of
their orientation; (2) embed and reorient the sample to obtain
cross-sections; and (3) obtain stereological estimates of wall
components by point counting, with the epithelial reticular
basement membrane surface area as reference parameter using
an appropriate test grid. The ‘‘thickness’’ or volume-per-surface
of structure x is
VðxÞ=SðbmÞ5ð2=pÞ  ðk  dÞ  PðxÞ=IðbmÞ

(30)

where 2/p replaces 1/2 because the basement membrane is not
cut IUR but as the cross-sectional contour of a tube (23).

8.3. Acinar Airways

Intra-acinar airways continue to branch but their wall becomes
reduced to the network of alveolar entrance rings as part of the
axial fiber system of the lung; such airways are called alveolar
ducts as long as they divide without reaching the terminal alveolar
sac. Essential morphometric parameters of the acinus are its
overall size (volume and path length along air ducts), diameter
and length of the ducts, and the gas exchange surface on airway
segments. Morphometric assessment should retain connectivity
of the units. Two approaches are immediately accessible:
(1) Serial section reconstruction allows detailed assessment of
connectivity as well as alveolar structure and the associated
vasculature (160). Sampling acini for reconstruction is difficult.
One approach is to use fractionator sampling down to tissue
blocks large enough to contain a few acini, identify the first
respiratory bronchiole (carrying alveoli), and then reconstruct
the acinus volume (i.e., upward and downward). The diameter
of a human acinus measures approximately 5 mm; with 10-mm
section thickness, a minimum of 500 to 1,000 serial sections are
required to assess the entire acinus.
(2) Acinar casts can be made by injecting silicon rubber
to completely fill all airways and alveoli (152, 153). After
solidification, the tissue is corroded, resulting in a flexible cast.
Upon dissection of this cast, airways are followed and the origin
of an acinus located by the appearance of the first respiratory
bronchiole decorated with alveoli; connectivity, diameter, and
length of duct segments can be measured by stereomicroscopy
(152, 153). Random sampling of acini consists of two steps: (1)
lobules containing bundles of acini are sampled for regional
representation, preferably using the fractionator; (2) for each
bundle, the collection of acini is subsampled by ensuring
uniformity with respect to size distribution (153).
8.4. Pulmonary Vascular Tree

8.4.1. Database for functional lung models. The strategies for
studying the vasculature are similar to those for studying
airways. The essential information is mapping the dimensions
of pulmonary arteries and veins, which can be assessed on
vascular casts prepared under well-controlled perfusion pressure, injectate viscosity, and lung inflation state, using either
resins (161–163) or silicon rubber (148). Such casts can be
systematically dissected for measuring vessel length and internal
diameter in relation to branching hierarchy. Sampling proceeds
in several stages (164): (1) "backbone" of main artery; (2)
subtrees arising from the backbone; (3) daughter trees with
diameter of 600 to 800 mm trimmed from each subtree. At each
level a number of randomly selected sample trees are measured
until the entire tree is sketched. Vessel hierarchy is recorded
using a Strahler ordering system (Figure 9B) with modification
for the occurrence of small supernumerary arteries. Such datasets have been used to construct in silico models of pulmonary
vasculature (165).
8.4.2. Quantifying vascular structure. Vascular sampling is
analogous to airway sampling. The size of arteries as they
appear in the fixed lung may be too small because of contraction
of the arterial wall when blood pressure falls to zero; conversely,
the veins may be engorged by blood pushed over from arteries.
Furthermore, experimental interventions or pathologic processes or fixation methods (78) may modify vessel size; hence,
assignment of vessels to size classes on such preparations must
be considered critically. Small vessels may be sampled by
microdissection (166).
Measurement of vascular wall follows the same procedure as
that for airway wall: (1) obtain a random sample of vessels of
a certain size class irrespective of orientation from IUR sections,
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(2) embed and reorient sample to obtain vessel cross-sections; (3)
estimate wall components using point and intersection counting,
with the surface area of the internal elastic membrane, S(em), as
a reference space, preferably by EM—as the internal elastic
membrane of small vessels may be hard to follow in LM,
particularly in the contracted state. This procedure normalizes
arterial dimensions for the effect of contraction, which causes
medial thickening and crenation of elastic membrane (24).

9. BIOPSIES
9.1. General Issues

Endobronchial and transbronchial biopsies are obtained via the
airways, whereas video-assisted thoracoscopic and open lung
biopsies are taken through the chest wall. Stereologic analysis of
biopsy specimens has been discussed in a separate workshop
report (167) and outlined here:
1. Biopsy sites are nonrandom, due to technical limitations
(e.g., endobronchial biopsies are taken from the carina or
subcarina and not the lateral airway wall), or because they
are directed to regions most affected by the pathologic
process (168).
2. The tissue is partially or completely collapsed. Crush artifact may be present.
3. Methods of tissue fixation and preparation are often
constrained by specific diagnostic requirements.
4. The reference space is restricted to the biopsy specimen
and not representative of the whole organ. Where biopsy
is targeted, volume of the target compartment (e.g.,
primary tumor or total volume of lung metastases) may
be estimated using radiological techniques, but this reference volume is limited to solid tissue and cannot be
applied to biopsies of aerated lung because volume of the
sample ex vivo (prior to fixation and embedding) differs
significantly from that in the in vivo state. Total lung
volume cannot be used as a reference volume.
These constraints are present whether or not stereology is
used in assessing biopsy samples. Nonetheless, stereologic
techniques help avoid bias and improve the validity of analysis.
For example, applying the disector technique to lung biopsy
specimens allows numerical cell density to be reliably determined, thereby distinguishing cellular hypertrophy from hyperplasia (37, 169, 170).
9.2. Endobronchial and Transbronchial Biopsies

9.2.1. Sampling. Quantification relies on local estimators within
the specimen. Orientation of structures is neither isotropic nor
uniform. Options for handling of orientation include the
generation of IUR sections using an isector mold (Figure 4)
or vertical sectioning (Figure 3), with the vertical direction
perpendicular to the epithelial surface (19).
9.2.2. Fixation and preparation. While inflation pressures
cannot be controlled during fixation and the preferred fixatives
may depend on study goal, local laboratory capability, requirements of multicenter studies, and the need to maintain comparability with archival material, faithful structural preservation
remains essential to avoid quantifying artifacts rather than true
structural changes. For example, when using snap freezing and
cryostat sectioning for immunohistochemistry, the structural
preservation may not be adequate for morphometry.
9.2.3. Defining the reference space. In airway biopsies, the
measured dimensions of mucosal components have been stan-
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dardized with respect to the surface area of intact epithelial
reticular basement membrane (169, 171, 172), and to the volume of the tissue compartment surveyed, even though the true
reference space (e.g., total volume of airway tissue or airway
surface area) is unknown. The best reference space for local
estimation in the interstitial (subepithelial) compartment is less
certain because this compartment is incompletely sampled in
biopsy specimens (37).
The same considerations applies to transbronchial biopsies,
with the exception that in the latter the measured parameters
may be expressed per unit volume of the biopsy specimen, or,
with respect to the unit area of alveolar basement membrane
assessed under EM.
9.3. Thoracoscopic and Open Lung Biopsy

These biopsies yield wedge-shaped specimens with a pleural
base. They are typically greater than 1 cm along each dimension
in children (173) and up to 4 cm in adults (168), large enough for
subdivision into separate portions for different purposes. Each
portion should extend from the pleural base to the deepest part
of the biopsy so that it is representative of the whole sample and
not only a sub-region. Regions near the edges should not be
sampled due to possible crush artifacts. Subdivided portions are
usually fixed by simple immersion, or they may be partially
inflated (174) by gently injecting fixatives into the specimen
through the pleural surface using a small syringe and needle
until the fixative drains freely from the cut surfaces. This
procedure partially expands alveoli and removes much of the
crush artifact. With a recognizable, relatively flat surface always
present, vertical sections are optimal. Alternatively, IUR sections can be generated using the orientator (94) or isector (95).
Measured parameters (volume, surface area, length. and number) can be reported as densities referred to local reference
parameters (e.g., boundary surface between epithelium and
reticular basement membrane in EM studies) (44).

10. QUANTITATIVE STRUCTURAL ASSESSMENT USING
IN VIVO IMAGING TECHNIQUES
10.1. Combining Stereology and In Vivo Imaging Techniques

Combining stereology with in vivo lung imaging holds great
potential for structural assessment in three major respects: (1)
stereology can be directly applied to analyze in vivo imaging
datasets using unbiased sampling procedures and test systems
(e.g., Cavalieri principle, ALP-sector, or disector); (2) quantitative structural data obtained by in vivo imaging may need to
be validated against histomorphometry, (3) microscopy-based
stereology complements in vivo imaging and extends it to
higher levels of resolution (e.g., EM). It must be noted that
the slice thickness may introduce a bias due to overprojection of
dense components along their edges, which may therefore be
overestimated (3). Accordingly, alveolar septa or airway wall
thickness may be larger on CT slices than on corresponding
microscopic sections.
10.2. Computed Tomography

CT imaging permits the assessment of lung volume, regional gas
volume, bronchovascular structures as well as functional parameters such as regional perfusion and ventilation (175).
Advances in CT technology have reduced the time for whole
lung imaging to 5 to 10 seconds, fueling a growing demand for
rigorous validation of CT-derived quantitative measures in
application to drug/device discovery as well as safety and
outcomes assessment. With the rapid progress in genome-wide
searches, there is an additional need to use these quantitative
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measures along with characteristic pathology to establish disease phenotypes and to identify gene associations. Clearly,
stronger links between stereology and CT image analysis need
to be established.
10.2.1. Lung volume, air, and tissue volumes. Volumetric imaging using multidetector computed tomography (MDCT) performed at a fixed lung volume allows the partition of global or
regional lung volumes into air and tissue (including microvascular blood) volumes (176–178) and the tissue/air volume ratio,
estimated from their respective in vivo X-ray attenuation
values. Correlation of CT attenuation values (in Hounsfield
Units) to lung biopsy samples has been used to translate
quantitative radiologic data into morphometric estimates of
surface-to-volume ratios or gas volume per gm of tissue (107,
179). These CT-derived parameters have been used to follow
developmental and compensatory lung growth (180–182), and
to assess structural derangement in idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (183) and emphysema (107). In vivo CT estimates of air and
tissue volumes significantly correlate with independent estimates obtained by histomorphometry (106, 108), although in
direct comparisons CT-derived (tissue1blood) volume is systematically larger than alveolar septal volume estimated after
fixation by morphometry (108) and antemortem by physiological methods (181); CT-derived lung gas volume is modestly
lower than that measured antemortem by helium dilution (181,
184). Additional measures (e.g., parenchymal texture analysis)
take into account the pattern as well as the magnitude of
attenuation values, permitting further quantitative detection of
regional pathology (185, 186). All of these methods require
design-based validation to link them with structural reality.
There is growing awareness for the judicious use of CT
because of the small but real risk of radiation exposure. It is
possible to limit radiation without sacrificing the accuracy of
quantitative information, by implementing limited CT sampling
of the lung with the sampling tools outlined in this document.
For example, noncontiguous high-resolution images (1 mm
thick) may be obtained at a constant interval (e.g., 10 mm
apart) throughout the lung. Lung volume can be directly estimated using the Cavalieri principle (SECTION 5.1.2), as has been
shown in other organs (187). The lung is either outlined, or
point counting may be used to estimate its area. By identifying
inter-lobar fissures, each lobe can be measured separately.
Using point-counting, major bronchovascular structures and
lymph nodes larger than a defined diameter can be reliably
excluded to obtain an estimate of parenchymal volume.
10.2.2. Reconstruction of airways and blood vessels. Images
obtained by MDCT can be segmented into the right and left
lung as well as lobes and airways (188–190). Segmented airways
are skeletonized with the branch points at their correct anatomic locations (191) to identify airway segments (192). Physical
measurements (e.g., diameter, cross-sectional area, airway wall
area and thickness, luminal perimeter) are made in the original
gray-level CT volume (193) in 2D slices that are re-sampled
perpendicular to the centerline of a segment. The measured
geometry is stored in a ‘‘tree file’’ that records the location of
bifurcation points, linkage to the tree skeleton, location of
discrete points that trace the path of the airway, and the airway
cross-sectional area orthogonal to each centerline point. The
resulting dataset can be used to reconstruct the first 6 to 10
bronchial generations and build individualized models of the
bronchovascular tree (157). Airway dimensions measured
in vivo by this method agree well with those obtained on casts,
and can be used to validate or rescale hierarchical measurements obtained on casts (24, 144, 149, 151) and allow construction of in silico models of the pulmonary airways down to the
acinar airways (157).
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10.3. Micro-CT

Micro-CT has been used to image the lung in vivo (10–15 mm
resolution) and postmortem (down to 1–2 mm resolution). For
in vivo imaging, respiratory motion must be eliminated by
breath-holding at a fixed lung volume (194). A major advantage
of micro-CT is that the dataset consists of equi-axial voxels
(equal dimension on all sides), which permits virtual slicing of
small lung blocks from multiple angles, and provides an
important tool for cross-comparison with traditional microscopy
to determine the effects of slice orientation on morphometric
measurements. Furthermore, the ability to image the same lung
in vivo and postmortem allows assessment of the alterations
that occur after death and tissue fixation.
In vivo data obtained from MDCT and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have been compared with postoperative or postmortem micro-CT images of excised lung specimens and to morphometry (179, 195, 196). In one example,
excised lungs were air-inflated at a constant transpulmonary
pressure while suspended in liquid nitrogen fumes (71). The
intact frozen lung was subjected to high-resolution CT to
provide the reference volume for multistage sampling (SECTION 4.2.1). While kept frozen on dry ice, the lung was serially
sliced at a constant interval and tissue samples were collected using a precooled thin-walled ‘‘cork borer,’’ placed in
precooled (2408C) acetone solution with 1% glutaraldehyde,
allowed to fix at 2808C for 2 h, then postfixed in osmium after
warming to room temperature and critical point dried. The
fixed tissue cores were imaged by micro-CT at an isotropic
resolution (8–16 mm) sufficient for measuring surface-tovolume ratio. The same core samples may be further processed for morphometry and gene expression assays (70).
However, freezing tissue introduces cellular artifacts that
limit the resolution of ultrastructural details under EM (73).
Currently, micro-CT reaches sufficiently high resolutions for
alveolar imaging only in chemically fixed tissue. This approach
permits postmortem nondestructive stereology without tissue
dissection, embedding, and sectioning. Whole lung scans can be
used to choose regions for high-resolution micro-CT according
to stereological principles. In a first step, Cavalieri principle is
used to estimate total lung volume and major subcomponent
volumes. Next, systemic uniform random (SUR) sampling is
applied to select sample positions and, if necessary, spatial
orientation for high-resolution micro-CT, to estimate volume of
alveoli and alveolar ducts, alveolar surface, septal tissue volume, septal thickness, and alveolar number and size.
10.4. Functional Lung Imaging Techniques

In addition to CT, MRI, positron emission tomography (PET),
and single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)
provide noninvasive data on functional processes that reflect
structural properties and pathology. Quantitative data obtained
using these techniques also require validation by comparison
with stereological studies performed on CT images or histologic
specimens.
10.4.1. Combining MRI with stereology. One application of
morphometry to functional MRI involves the estimation of
apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) of a hyperpolarized gas
such as 3He inhaled in lung airspaces (197–199). The ADC is
related to the size, shape, and porosity of the space within which
the gas diffuses (120), and thus a function of the mean free
distance within the airspace; it is affected by anisotropy and
tortuosity of distal airways, and by the connectivity of collateral
ventilatory channels (e.g., pores of Kohn). The ADC value of
hyperpolarized 3He gas in unrestricted air (0.8 cm2/s) is reduced
to 0.2 cm2/s in a normal living human lung, and increases in
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severe emphysema—0.6 cm2/s is common (199, 200); the corresponding values are lower in small animals (198, 201).
Applying intersection and point counting to histologic lung
specimens related to the MRI permits interpretation of the
ADC with respect to morphometric characteristics of peripheral
airspaces (71, 119, 201, 202), namely, the alveolar surface-tovolume ratio or its reciprocal, Lm (SECTION 6.6). Both the ADC
and Lm estimate the mean free distance within the combined
airspaces of alveolar sacs and ducts. Moreover, the in vivo lung
morphometry technique with hyperpolarized 3He diffusion
MRI (120) that is based on a geometrical model of lung acinar
airways (153) may allow estimation of acinar airways geometrical parameters analogous to those provided by casting
techniques (203). The key in comparing techniques is to ensure
unbiased tissue sampling and spatial coordination between
in vivo MRI and the excised tissue samples, by using imageguided sampling and preparation procedures that retain the
original tissue dimensions.
10.4.2. PET and SPECT. These evolving modalities allow
noninvasive measurement of dynamic cellular and molecular
processes, for example, metabolic rates, vascular perfusion,
capillary filtration, inflammation, or genetic targets in relation
to their spatial localization. Understanding these processes
requires (1) mapping imaging results onto lung microstructure,
and (2) obtaining unbiased measurements of tissue structures
associated with the functional processes.
Visualization of the 3D distribution of inhaled or injected
radionuclides with PET (204) reflects functional processes such
as inflammation or altered permeability, and can potentially
guide therapeutic strategies in acute lung injury, provided the
results could be interpreted with respect to the underlying
structural changes. As lung injury is characterized by heterogeneity, tissue samples for microscopy must be selected by
a strategy that allows coordinated registration with PET images;
the relative volume represented by the sample on PET images
must be estimated by the Cavalieri method (SECTION 5.1.2). As
an example for such studies, increased permeability was induced by oleic acid in dogs and the pulmonary transcapillary
escape rate (rPTCER) of 68Ga-transferrin was imaged (205).
Image-guided tissue samples with varying rPTCER values were
obtained and prepared for light microscopy. Stereological
analysis showed that rPTCER correlated not only with the
distribution of alveolar edema but more consistently with the
relative surface of alveolar septa showing damage to the lining
cells of endothelium and epithelium, suggesting that rPTCER
may be used as an index of lung injury. Similar strategies can be
developed to validate histopathologic interpretation of PET
images with respect to ventilation–perfusion inequalities, inflammation, or gene expression. Similar strategies can also be
extended to SPECT (206). For such attempts to be successful,
it will be important to employ unbiased sampling and measurement procedures to ensure efficiency and accuracy of the
results.

11. CONCLUSIONS
Design-based stereology, characterized by accuracy, precision
and efficiency, provides a set of tools for sampling and
measuring irregular structure. These tools are flexible in that
they can be applied to a variety of imaging approaches. For
these reasons, this approach has become the gold standard in
quantitative structural analysis of different organs, including the
lung. This document summarizes the principles and guidelines
for basic methodological standards in lung stereology and
morphometry, aimed at promoting the uniform application of
sound analytical techniques to experimental and translational
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studies in the lung. Due to space limitation, this document
cannot comprehensively cover step-by-step implementation of
each technique, the details of which can be found in the
appropriate references.
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